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Abstract
Northwest Arkansas (NWA) has long been an overlooked region of America due in part
to the stereotypes surrounding the isolated Ozarks and their lack of culture. In reality, the area is
home to both traditional and innovative craft, arts, music, and architecture. The year 2011
marked a major shift in arts development, though, when the Waltons, the billionaire family
behind the Walmart retail corporation, opened their flagship institution Crystal Bridges Museum
of American Art. This major investment signalled the Family’s renewed financial interest in
developing the area as a cultural playground into the 2010s. This thesis theorizes a
transformation from the grassroots local arts community in NWA to the Walton localization of
space through the use of corporate placemaking strategies that create an image of the local
devoid of resident artists and organizers.
In the last ten years, The Walton Family Foundation exponentially increased spending in
the area to fund expansion of the arts campus at the University of Arkansas, hire outside
planning consultants, commission development studies, scale up select existing cultural spaces
and organizations, and spearhead major building projects that promote an arts, leisure, and
wellness lifestyle rolled into one idealized corporate resident. Their accompanying marketing
language regarding these changes not only attempts to shift the cultural center of the region to
Bentonville through the strategic employment of the Waltons’ specific form of top-down arts
development, but also promotes the implementation of variations of their model into the rest of
NWA. My analysis of both grassroots and Walton arts models engages with the ways art, site,
architecture, and language are intrinsically tied together through funding and development in
efforts to remake, rebrand, and repopulate the region in the Walton image.
To understand the relationship between Walton building, marketing language, and local
artists and arts organizers, this paper details the arts ecologies of the downtown neighborhoods of
both Bentonville and Fayetteville by constructing a critical ethnography that utilizes frameworks
from spatial justice and feminist analyses. Ultimately Walton Family interests have moved out
from Downtown Bentonville, corporatizing the culture of other towns and displacing artists.
Including the opinions and experiences from various local arts organizers underscores the need
for preserving a variety of definitions and connotations of the local, especially those tied to anticapitalist and unofficial practices such as placekeeping and DIY organizing.
The goal of this paper is to complicate how art scenes are discussed, arguing for scholars
to look behind and beyond one building or buzzword to comprehend a network of tensions
between privatized funding sources, local governments, non-profits, and community members.
Transforming the Local strives to decenter the discussions around placemaking practices as an
example of holistic good corporate philanthropy and proposes alternative grassroots endeavors
that are ethnically, respectfully, and supportively aligned with communities they serve. Through
understanding more about the transformation of “local” used in promotional text and media, as
well as within the built environment, a picture of who makes the decisions, who is left out, and
how sites and design interact with this process becomes both more complex and clearer.
Keywords: Northwest Arkansas, Bentonville, AR, Fayetteville, AR, Walton Family, Crystal
Bridges Museum of American Art, creative placemaking, placekeeping, grassroots, spatial
justice, artwashing, corporate giving, gentrification, contemporary art, urban planning, local.
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List of Illustrations

Maps:
1. The Northwest Arkansas region and its four major cities include Fayetteville, Springdale,
Rogers, and Bentonville, South to North.
2. Downtown Fayetteville’s major points of interest from Old Main at the University of Arkansas
to St. James Missionary Baptist Church, West to East.
3. Downtown Bentonville arts and leisure sites, from 8th St. Market to Crystal Bridges Museum
of American Art, South to North.
4. Art spaces in Downtown Fayetteville from Bottle Rocket Gallery behind Goodwill to the
Southwest to FEAST Gallery across from University of Arkansas Medical School to the
Northeast. The alignment is mostly along the north/south corridor along West street and around
the Fayetteville Square, just to the East.
Illustrations:
1. Audience sitting on the loft porch and eating soup at FEAST Gallery. Matta-Bones: A
Recreation. FEAST Gallery. Fayetteville, AR. 2017. Image courtesy of Kristoffer
Johnson.
2. Guests cleaning bones from soup. Matta-Bones: A Recreation. FEAST Gallery.
Fayetteville, AR. 2017. Image courtesy of Kristoffer Johnson.
3. Jeweler Heather Younger creating pieces for Matta-Bones: A Recreation. FEAST
Gallery. Fayetteville, AR. 2017. Image courtesy of Kristoffer Johnson.
4. The popular print of the Arkansas Traveler includes an Ozarker sitting in front of his
rustic cabin drinking with his dog and large family. This image solidified into a
stereotype.
5. The West side of the Bentonville Square, featuring the Walton’s 5-10, retains a 1950s
charm.
6. The Ropeswing Hospitality Group’s Pressroom restaurant off the square is an example of
the sleeker, more recent Walton development.
7. The Pressroom’s interior has a polished, cosmopolitan atmosphere in the upscale New
American eatery.
8. Kindred Spirits was bought by Alice Walton in 2006 and remains one of the collection
highlights at Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art (CBMAA). Some critics
lamented Alice Walton’s buying power to take it out of its New York home and context
while others see similarities between the Catskills and the Ozark landscape. Durand,
Asher B. Kindred Spirits. Oil on canvas. 44 x 36 in. (111.8 x 91.4 cm). 1848. Crystal
Bridges Museum of American Art.
9. Moshe Safdie’s first sketch maintains mythical status at the museum. Safdie Architects.
“Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art.” Bentonville, AR. 2011.
10. The buildings of Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art.
https://www.safdiearchitects.com/projects/crystal-bridges-museum-of-american-art.
11. The entrance to CBMAA, set above the buildings themselves, is meant to visually
reference the democratic idea of “art for all” through going down into nature rather than
up imposing steps. Safdie Architects. Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art.
Bentonville, AR.
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12. Water features and bridges in the interior galleries dam up Crystal Springs through feats
of engineering at CBMAA. Safdie Architects. Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art,
Bentonville, AR. 2011.
13. Sheets of glass are held by steel clasps attached to the wooden beams. Safdie Architects.
“Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art.” Bentonville, AR. 2011.
14. The bridge engineering allows for open expanses of spaces. Safdie Architects. Crystal
Bridges Museum of American Art. Bentonville, AR. 2011.
15. The 2014 plan for the Arts District in Bentonville shows potential for a theatre, artists’
live/work space, a public art gallery, and many mix-use developments. City of
Bentonville. “SE Downtown Area Plan.” Bentonville, AR. 2014.
16. The Market District is where 8th Street Market, the Momentary, and new, upscale
townhomes are located, with more development planned. The 2014 plan for the Market
District includes landscaped grounds, residential space, and mixed-use buildings sharing
space. City of Bentonville. “SE Downtown Area Plan.” Bentonville, AR. 2014.
17. Exterior of 21c Museum Hotel off the Bentonville Square. Deborah Burke Partners. 21 C
Museum. Bentonville, AR. 2013.
18. Interior lobby of 21c Museum includes the checkout desk and the entrance to The Hive
restaurant interspersed with traveling contemporary art exhibitions. Deborah Burke
Partners. 21 C Museum. Bentonville, AR. 2013.
19. A local coffee shop, contemporary architecture, and state of the art mountain bike trail
design work together at the new Bentonville bike preserve. Modus Studios. Airship
Coffee at Coler Mountain Bike Preserve. Bentonville, AR.
20. Main dining area of the Ropeswing Hospitality Group’s restaurant The Preacher’s Son is
a beautiful remodel of an old church building. Additions include a George Dombekdesigned window to the right and left in the image and an immaculately-designed
interior. Shears Adkins Rockmore (SA+R). The Preacher’s Son. Bentonville, AR. 2016.
21. Underneath The Preacher’s Son, Ropeswing Hospitality Group’s bar The Undercroft has
a completely different design and ambiance from the dining area above. Shears Adkins
Rockmore (SA+R). The Preacher’s Son. Bentonville, AR. 2016.
22. The Preacher’s Son rooftop bar has an atmosphere different from each of the other levels
and is light, soft. and airy. Shears Adkins Rockmore (SA+R). The Preacher’s Son.
Bentonville, AR. 2016.
23. 8th Street Market is a food, drink, and shopping hub that anchors the Bentonville Market
District southeast of the Square. Hufft Architects. Bentonville, AR. 2017.
24. The Momentary’s VIP Tower Bar is only open to members in the day time that pay $500
or more a year. It looks out over the rest of downtown Bentonville and mimics a vintage
VIP airport lounge. Wheeler Kearns. The Tower Bar, The Momentary. Bentonville, AR.
2020.
25. Rose-gold lighting illuminates the tower bar and the entrance, matching the large “You
Belong Here” artwork, advertising a welcoming atmosphere. Wheeler Kearns, The
Momentary exterior and artwork installation, Bentonville, AR, 2020,
26. State of the Art 2020 installation at the Momentary. Bentonville, AR. 2020.
27. Marsalis townhome development, 513 SE 6th Street, is only the first in a line of jazznamed residential and mixed-use development next to the Momentary. Its designs
reference urban apartments from the early twentieth century. Bentonville, AR.
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28. Tourmaline Urban Lofts, 508 SE Tourmaline Mews, located behind the Momentary,
offers more of a contemporary architecture style option, while the Marsalis, located next
door, is more traditional. Bentonville, AR.
29. Former Fayetteville Underground Gallery and studios and sUgAR Gallery and studios on
the Fayetteville Square in the basement of an old bank building had an open ceiling into
the first floor. Fayetteville, AR. 2009-2020.
30. A packed First Thursday event at the second Fayetteville Underground for the
Retrospective of the folk art of Tim West as a collaboration with the Fayetteville Roots
Festival, featuring live music by old-time band the Ozark Highballers.
31. sUgAR gallery, part of the University of Arkansas artist studios and display space in the
old Fayetteville Underground. Fayetteville, AR. 2016.
32. Fenix Fayetteville, a newer art gallery space formed from the divide between the
Fayetteville Underground artists. Fayetteville, AR. 2018-2020.
33. Bottle Rocket Gallery and grounds were located in a historic writer’s home above a
Walmart, Lowe’s, and Goodwill. Fayetteville, AR. 2015.
34. Jordan Wayne Long and Tara Perry lead a dinner and performance outside of FEAST.
Long, Jordan Wayne and Tara Perry. Close Quarters | In Two Parts. FEAST Gallery.
2017. Image courtesy of Kristoffer Johnson.
35. Danny Baskin’s MFA thesis show was held in FEAST gallery, formally Bottle Rocket,
and included a salon hang of his work and a Baroque-style dinner in the gallery. Baskin,
Danny RW. DINNER. MFA exhibition. FEAST Gallery. Fayetteville, AR. 2017. Image
courtesy of Esther Nooner.
36. GINGERBLUE at FEAST’s new home gallery space was an exhibition about the memory
of an Ozark town decimated decades ago by fire. GINGERBLUE. FEAST Gallery.
Fayetteville AR. 2018. Image courtesy of Danny Baskin.
37. In HOUSE, FEAST’s second space incorporated decorative arts, craftwork, fine arts, and
household objects as part of the exhibition. HOUSE. FEAST Gallery. Fayetteville AR.
2018. Image courtesy of Esther Nooner.
38. A One Nite Standard art exhibition at the DIY space Lala Land. Fayetteville, AR. 2015.
One Nite Standard.
39. An exhibition at The Shed Gallery. Fayetteville, AR. Image courtesy of Donna Smith
Jones.
40. The Quonset hut alley is where small businesses, artists’ studios, and DIY spaces mingle
and hold events. Fayetteville, AR. 2015. Image by Samantha Sigmon.
41. The interior of Grotesque, a themed Halloween art show, at Backspace. Fayetteville, AR.
2015. Image by Samantha Sigmon.
42. Grotesque, a themed Halloween art show at Backspace. Fayetteville, AR. 2015. Image by
Samantha Sigmon.
43. Naptime, a Backspace for Backrub artists’ installation, completely transformed the space
and provided a low-key Sunday hangout area. Fayetteville, AR. 2014. Image by
Samantha Sigmon.
44. Charlottesville landscape architecture firm Nelson, Byrd, Woltz’s plans for Fayetteville’s
Cultural Arts Corridor include two main parts, the wooded area and the open event and
retail space. East is up. City of Fayetteville. Fayetteville, AR. 2020.
45. The West Avenue Civic Plaza is one part of the Cultural Arts Corridor and displays
mixed-use buildings with green roofs, a large walkway, and a trail surrounded by park
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space. Some sculptures and murals are placed in the renderings. Nelson, Byrd, Woltz,
West Avenue Civic Plaza. “Cultural Arts Corridor Updated Depot City Presentation.”
Rendering. City of Fayetteville. Fayetteville, AR. 2020.
46. The Fay Jones Woodland, the second part of the Cultural Arts Corridor, features
landscaped trails, rocks, and creeks for walking, biking, and outdoor play. Nelson, Byrd,
Woltz, Fay Jones Woodland. “Cultural Arts Corridor Updated Depot City Presentation.”
Rendering. City of Fayetteville. Fayetteville, AR. 2020.
47. The proposed parking deck for the Cultural Arts Corridor is a controversial decision
because the construction closes off the local restaurant Arsaga’s at the Depot, located in
the historic train depot, from open space and natural light. West Street parking deck.
“Cultural Arts Corridor Updated Depot City Presentation.” Rendering. City of
Fayetteville. Fayetteville, AR. 2020.
48. The Gregg St. Natural Area before the Cultural Arts Corridor construction. Theatre artists
perform Hold Fast, an original piece of devised in an effort to engage households and
populations in need, while employing artists, during the pandemic. July, 2020. Image
courtesy of Laura Shatkus.
49. The Gregg St. Natural Area fenced off and under construction to create the Cultural Arts
Corridor. 2021. Image courtesy of Laura Shatkus.
50. The 2020 Theatre Squared building located across from the proposed Cultural Arts
Corridor and created through the Waltons’ Northwest Arkansas Design Excellence
Program features the box-like contemporary design characteristic of Walton projects.
Marvel Architects. TheatreSquared. Fayetteville, AR. 2020.
51. The Commons at TheatreSquared is used as a marker of inclusion at the theater. Marvel
Architects. TheatreSquared. Fayetteville, AR. 2020.
52. Act One Townhouses, which reference TheatreSquared and the Cultural Arts Corridor in
their description, are further signs of gentrification. Act One, 115 and 117 North School
Avenue. Fayetteville, AR. 2021.
53. The rendering for the new Windgate Art and Design District on the University of
Arkansas School of Art Campus is a harbinger of more gentrification. The design looks
similar to many other Walton-approved contemporary spaces. HGA and MAHG
Architects. Windgate School of Art and Design. Rendering, Fayetteville, AR. 2020.
54. The UA Design District started with the long sculpture studio space in 2017. Modus
Studio and El Dorado. University of Arkansas School of Art Sculpture Building.
Fayetteville, AR, 2017.
55. Heartland Forward’s “Seven Point Plan” for economic recovery after the pandemic
unifies each of the Waltons’ strategies in a circular plan to bring more people into the
region. Heartland Forward. “A Seven-Point Plan for Northwest Arkansas’ Post-Covid-19
Recovery.” In “Executive Summary: Northwest Arkansas Economic Recovery Strategy.”
Ross DeVol, Richard Florida, Joel Kotkin and Dave Shideler. Heartland Forward and the
Walton Family Foundation. October 19, 2020.
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Introduction
In 2017, over 45 years after artist Gordon Matta Clark first served his meal-performance
Matta-Bones in his co-owned Soho restaurant FOOD for the cost of four dollars, the event was
refashioned as a free experience at FEAST Gallery in Northwest Arkansas, a wooden building
that served as the organizers’ home located in the woods behind a Walmart Supercenter. People
of all ages, many who did not know of this performance previously, ate soup from a local chef,
scrubbed out bone marrow from their meals together, and dropped off their cleaned bones inside
the gallery—filled with Matta Clark images and videos—for a local jeweler to transform each
offering into unique wearable art pieces (Figs. 1-3). Participants then wore their personalized
necklaces as they socialized in the summer evening.
This performance was made possible through informal connections between various
scales of the art world occurring, momentarily, in the same time and place. Here, 1970s Soho
artwork and contemporary New York curators and artists converged with University of Arkansas
students and faculty, staff from the regions’ larger arts endeavors, and the DIY arts community,
all hosted in a historic Fayetteville residence. The audience was made up of a combination of
people raised here, those originally from the state or nearby region, people that had moved from
long distances nationally or internationally for school or work, and those visiting from large
American cities. The performance took a piece created in a particular site, now canonized as
early DIY performance, and re-localized it through highlighting regional chefs, musicians,
artists, makers, organizers, and community in a rural setting radically different from New York.
Fayetteville, Arkansas’s Matta-Bones introduces Transforming the Local to complicate
and problematize assumptions around the term “local arts,” especially within what is presumed
to be the rural, isolated south. As America is increasingly polarized into 2021, the globalized arts
world often propagates simplistic assumptions on the quality, agency, and innovation of artists
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and creative organizers living in these over-looked states, if locals are mentioned at all. In fact,
the region termed Northwest Arkansas (NWA), where this study occurs, consists of a
combination of residents with vast, shifting networks. Creatives in the Ozarks are often a mix of
back-to-the-land hippies and crafters, corporate managers and executives, arts professional
transplants, university scholars, teachers, customer service workers, and do-it-yourself
organizers, among many others. For decades in the late twentieth century and into the twentyfirst, local creatives practiced and performed in this region in various niche community pockets,
mostly surrounding the college town of Fayetteville and championed independent arts spaces that
formed community while celebrating contemporary art.
In the past ten years, though, independent creatives and contemporary art spaces are in
flux, and, I suggest, also in crisis, due in a large part to the encroachment of corporate billionaire
influence in arts development. The Walton family—heirs to the Walmart global corporation—
vastly increased their charitable giving for arts and lifestyle improvement in NWA since 2011,
beginning with the opening of their flagship arts space Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art
in Bentonville. Increasingly into the 2010s, major funding initiatives are planned through a topdown hierarchical corporate system and designed to appeal to hip business professionals who can
enjoy the comforts of the big city with the charm and natural beauty of the rural Ozarks. Through
employing the term “creative placemaking,” the Walton Family Foundation (WFF) in particular
puts the region on the national map through the power of their economic capital. Teaming up
with recruiters, planners, researchers, designers, city governments, real estate developers, and art
spaces, WFF grants have since dominated the narrative of placemaking in the region to define
the arts as a consumable piece of an idealized leisure and wellness lifestyle in the culturally-andcorporately-branded “Heartland.” This vision is now physically evident in Walton-approved
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artful architecture and landscape as part of downtown revitalization initiatives that celebrate the
Ozark surroundings. At the same time, the Waltons commission and fund think tanks, summits,
organizations, and feasibility studies to foster new business through strategic urban planning.
Walton entities often employ media and public relations (PR) outlets to obscure this
two-tiered strategy of planning behind the scenes through their many differently-branded and
scaled initiatives, while publicly announcing large, beautifully-designed projects for NWA
downtown improvement. In this process, the Family is transferring the term “local” to their
own uses, transforming the grassroots conception of small-scale community arts culture into
the professionalized, homogenized, and centralized localization of arts culture through
placemaking initiatives, corporate giving, and site-specific architecture. Drawing upon
Walmart’s strategy of taking over small businesses and building Bentonville as their “home
region,” localization implies bureaucratization, expansion, and outsourcing of local arts
management and programming in order to place the arts under the hierarchy of their system.
To explain the processes transforming the local concretely, this study describes two
downtown arts neighborhoods within two of the region’s cities, analyzing how Walton
interests and development models from Bentonville have encroached onto the older, more
progressive, and local arts center of Fayetteville.
Throughout these two studies, I decenter the narrative of placemaking as corporate
philanthropy in favor of attempting to find and analyze the “local” and uncover the process of
localization as a means to redefine, rebrand, remake, and repopulate the region for Waltonapproved corporate lifestyles. While the language of Walton documents and national media
often either erase the views of locals or paint them as wary of contemporary art and design,
local art communities in fact often welcome in and support those who show interest in aiding
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and contributing to the local art scene. To many artists and organizers who live and create in
NWA, local is an action and choice to be involved on the ground and to spend one’s time,
money, and passions to show up and participate. Yet, today, grassroots communities in
Fayetteville are fragmented and have lost their centralizing spaces at the same time that the
language of Waltonification in the region employs the term “local” to specifically mean
sponsored by one family. Through the taking over the Bentonville downtown, the building of
a new cultural green space in Downtown Fayetteville, and the creation of new organizations
and strategic plans, corporate localization of contemporary local arts is a planned process of
marketing and design tied to vast changes in the built environment that threatens the
preservation of Northwest Arkansas’s arts communities. Instead of dominating the language
and spaces of the local through Walton arts localization strategies, the definition and
utilization of the local in NWA need to remain open and fluid to the many connotations and
connections that makes the term so universal, heterogenous, and useful for diverse scales of
creative communities, especially those small-scale sites that foster an arts community.
Through investigating various scales, I ask several overlapping questions to get at the
local and its attempted Walton redefinition and solidification: How are local artist
communities and spaces affected as the Waltons increase their position as state authority,
business leaders, and arts philanthropists, and how does their corporate cooption of the local
cause harm to grassroots culture? Additionally, how has corporate localization made its mark
on the built environment in NWA and contributed to residents’ gentrification and
displacement since 2011? Who is the intended audience for the Waltons’ redefining,
remaking, and repopulating of the local and why? Lastly, although I am only able to offer
provocations related to this point, how can the word “local” be reclaimed for the creative
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residents of NWA devoid of the localization of placemaking strategies?
Throughout this thesis, my methods, frameworks, and evidences draw from tactics
that combat the process of capitalist domination of culture. In describing the transference of
local, I take a linguistic note from theorist Fredric Jameson in which he calls a specific kind
of Walmart centralization “Waltonism” or “Walmartification.” 1 Similarly, my work calls the
process of economic and cultural takeover by the Walton Family, Waltonification, and the
appearance of their design on the built environment, Bentonvillization, as these processes
reference the company’s own corporate language to sterilize, officialize, and depoliticize arts
space. The name the Waltons or Walton Family implies the networks of their created
businesses, nonprofits, organizations, and strategies as a holistic system with different names,
brandings, and initiatives which feed into each other. In their process of localization, the term
“local” is slowly rested away from community artists through corporate philanthropy and
placemaking and into a redefinition of something along the lines of “brought to NWA, thanks
to the Waltons.” Localization’s effect forces local endeavors into and under this model.
The choice of evidence for this extremely contemporary—i.e. currently unfolding—
topic of NWA Walton arts investment resides in practices of community engagement
methods. I rely on Andrea Roberts’s and Grace Kelly’s argument for “remixing as praxis” to
center grassroots movements through various forms of non-hierarchical methodologies and
evidences. 2 This approach subverts the role of the expert to respectfully sample from local
knowledge—layered with various types of specialists—in the goal to increase access and
ownership of place. The methods of analyzing evidence subvert power structures instead of

1

Leigh Phillips and Michal Rozworski, People’s Republic of Walmart: How the World’s Biggest Corporations are
Laying the Foundation for Socialism, (London and New York: Verso Books, 2019), 18.
2
Andrea Roberts and Grace Kelly, “Remixing as Praxis: Arnstein’s Ladder Through the Grassroots Preservationist’s
Lens,” Journal of the American Planning Association, (2019) 85:3, 301-302, DOI: 10.1080/01944363.2019.1622439.
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affirm them through what Shannon Elizabeth Bell calls “feminist ethnographic activism,”
which views ethnographic practices through a lens of intersectionality and towards goals of
equity. 3 As defined by D. Soyini Madison, “critical ethnography” is grounded in critical
theory and acknowledges that ethnographic research is a process beyond data collection that
passes into the realm of lived experience. The critical ethnographer feels an “ethical
responsibility to address processes of unfairness or injustice within a particular lived
domain.” 4 Their job is to “take us beneath surface appearances, disrupt the status quo, and
unsettle both neutrality and taken-for-granted assumptions by bringing to light underlying
and obscure operations of power and control.” 5 As someone with experiences in NWA arts
employment for years, I use these critical practices to problematize the Waltons’ localization
process, which on the surface beautifies spaces and gives back to the community. I also cite
the PR tools of corporate planners, such as marketing language, strategic documents, and
media articles, to analyze the gaps in descriptions and see through the assumptions made to
enact particular goals toward unification of space. Collectively, this group of evidence might
be able to provide a hybrid method of charting the contemporary local in order to critically
assess who is missing and who is present in decisions regarding arts in the built environment
that affect those living and working in NWA.
Utilizing a strategy similar to Ozark folklore ethnographies of the mid-twentieth
century, I engage with arts organizers, workers, and volunteers in NWA that are not often
otherwise published or archived to investigate how activism within small-scale local arts

3

Shannon Elizabeth Bell, “Bridging Activism and the Academy: Exposing Environmental Injustices Through the
Feminist Ethnographic Method of Photovoice,” Human Ecology Review, Volume 21, Number 1, 2015.
4
D. Soyini Madison, Critical Ethnography: Methods, Ethics, and Performance, Third edition, (Los Angeles: Sage,
2020) 4.
5
Ibid.
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culture may intersect or push against top-down cultural initiatives, inequities, and
gentrification. Unlike these ethnographies, interviewees are not romanticized as an “other”
and are, in fact, part of my own arts community, though they all present varied viewpoints,
skill sets, and arts practices. This strategy rebels against the actions of capitalist urbanism,
which, according to spatial theorist Henri Lefebvre, asserts that “anything that cannot be
quantiﬁed is eliminated. The generalized terrorism of the quantiﬁable accentuates the
efﬁciency of repressive space, ampliﬁes it without fear and without reproach, all the more so
because of its self-justifying nature, its apparent scientiﬁcity.” 6 Taking Lefebvre’s critique, I
see local voices throughout this thesis as a purposeful turning away from the capitalist
fetishization of quantifiable documents, which the Waltons use to justify and affirm all of
their top-down initiatives. These personal conversations re-present the qualifiable and defy
the corporate logic of numbers through experiences, feelings, and thoughts. 7
For purposes of simplification, the framework of analysis largely employed throughout
the thesis I broadly categorize as “spatial justice” critique. Under this, I include “right to the city”
theorists as well as intersectional feminist spatial analysis, especially in regards to topics of
placemaking and community organizing. Arguing for public space as a democratic right, these
thinkers are aligned in seeing a web of politized networks around spatial issues of equity and
focus on the commodification of space as cultural consumption. These previous analyses allow
for a critical eye on the Walton model, but also on issues of equity within grassroots arts cultures
as inherently political and interlinked with ethical, everyday decisions. This theoretical
framework is also non-hierarchical as sites change drastically in scope. Given this, I employ

6

Henri Lefebvre, Urban Revolution (Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press, 2003), 185. ProQuest Ebook
Central, http://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/uva/detail.action?docID=1637302.
7
See Appendixes A-D for methods, details, and documents on interviews with the community. These artists
represent many different viewpoints, some perhaps not agreeing with others.
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Edward Soja’s “multiscalar view of the city” as “key to understanding the scope and interpretive
power of a critical spatial perspective and pivotal in the development of a spatial theory of justice
and injustice.” 8 Following Soja’s understanding of interlinking space as connected to power
dynamics, this thesis looks at tiny experimental art spaces, city planning initiatives, and largescale arts development as linked together within the power structures of the arts ecology.
Advancing loosely chronologically, Chapter 1 presents an overview of cultural
stereotypes and variations in Bentonville and Fayetteville before dedicated Walton
investment in 2011. It frames the practices of top-town placemaking and community
placekeeping within Lefebvre’s “urban society.” Chapter 2 focuses on the Waltons’
downtown arts development model in Bentonville, starting with media analysis of Crystal
Bridges to show how the Waltons created an anchor for their centralized lifestyle complex.
Recentering grassroots practices, Chapter 3 charts a brief recent history of Fayetteville’s
independent art spaces and their dissolution, complicating them as a pure, utopian alternative
to corporate dominance. Then it covers the Bentonvillization of spaces in Downtown
Fayetteville around the new Cultural Arts Corridor as bringing about the potential
displacement of the grassroots arts community. Chapter 4 uncovers the overarching plans for
unification and expansion of this localization process by Walton entities. Together, the
Waltonized local space of NWA is redefined as Walton-led, repackaged as unified to appeal
to potential transplants, rebranded for a catchy name, and repopulated with a corporate
professional. The grassroots local, though, may still yet thrive through new innovative
practices, responsibility to the neighborhood, and radical community leadership.

8
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Chapter 1
A Tale of Two Cities: Urbanizing the Ozarks
The dominating stereotype of folks from the Ozarks is an image of a poor, resourceful
people who care for their own and are wary of strangers. Their culture was popularized with the
nineteenth-century song and print “The Arkansas Traveler” (Fig. 4), which tells of a visiting
outsider who, lost, happens upon a squatter and his family in a cabin in the deep woods of
Arkansas. In the lyrical conversation, the traveler continues to try to ask for assistance through
the wilderness, but the settler is no help at all as he is distrustful of people not from the area. By
the 1930s, drawing upon this romantic myth of the isolated Ozarker lost in time, traveling
folklorists, musicologists, and ethnographers came to the Ozarks to record and publish stories,
folk remedies, songs, and superstitions from authentic hillbillies left behind by the modern
world. In part because of this field research, the early view of the Ozarker as a rough, selfsufficient frontiersman continues to be a lingering, powerful image, even though the
development of the local is a much more of a complex mix of influences. These complexities are
especially inherent in the larger cities of Northwest Arkansas (NWA), which include
Bentonville, Rogers, Springdale, and Fayetteville conjoined along a north/south axis (Map 1).
By the 1970s, the ideal of the pure Ozarks attracted back-to-the-landers who came from
larger northern cities to homestead and set up farms, gardens, small businesses, and craft
practices. 9 Around the same time, capitalist entrepreneurs started successful transportation, retail,
and poultry businesses that would grow into international corporations. 10 While each of the

9
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largest towns in the region developed their own specific cultural blend alongside the Ozark
hybrid of hillbilly and hippie, Fayetteville in Washington County and Bentonville in Benton
County solidified their identities as opposed—Fayetteville being the liberal, artsy university
town and Bentonville the quiet, corporate, family town. In the twenty-first century, though, the
connections between the two towns have become ever more transparent as philanthropic
organizations spawning from Walmart profit remake the region into one cultural center through
increased and targeted charitable giving. While the biggest marker of the Waltons’ interest
arrived with the introduction of Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art, opened in Bentonville
in 2011, these two towns have long been developing alongside of each other to cause the 2010s
to become an ideal moment for major corporate arts investment to take on the role of the state in
arts planning and support.

For decades, Fayetteville was the center of local arts and cultural businesses, especially
as the home of the University of Arkansas (UA). The downtown square and nearby Dickson
Street became NWA’s urban center for local bars, restaurants, theaters, art galleries, book and
music stores, boutiques, and live music venues. Because of the UA, the architectural style
“Ozark Modernism” sprang up around professors like E. Fay Jones, apprentice of Frank Lloyd
Wright, who taught at the university for 35 years and practiced his unique site-specific style of
ravine-nestled structures layered into the mountainsides. 11 The built environment in Downtown
Fayetteville, then, is a mixture of small businesses with professorial houses and rowdy student
apartments along side streets around the University, dotted with architectural homes and
university buildings. The nearby Square has long held a thriving Farmers’ Market through the
11
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week. The Razorback Regional Greenway, Northwest Arkansas’s connective north/south bike
path, offers a central pedestrian avenue for increased walkability in each of NWA’s downtowns
and passes right through Dickson Street. While the largest arts institution is the Walton Arts
Center, which has hosted touring Broadway plays and other formal events since 1992, creatives
from the community and university alike continue to patronize unique—often back-alley—
spaces for art and music shows in the affordable residential areas around the downtown.
Historically, Fayetteville was also a major city in the Arkansas Ozarks that maintained a strong
abolitionist movement, and a Black population settled mostly on the South side of town and
created a community around St. James Missionary Baptist Church, which dates back to 1865
(Map 2). 12 With these major developments in the history of the downtown, Fayetteville prides
itself on its reputation as a small-scale, affordable, friendly, grassroots, academic, progressive,
and artistic community. Into the twenty-first century, the city advertises its hippy artist enclave
with the slogan “Keep Fayetteville Funky” appearing on bumper stickers and local businesses.
The city has made several attempts to support the vision of a heterogenous, liberal arts
community, but often the low cost of living and University population had been enough to keep
venues and DIY spaces afloat or continuously recreated. No other city in NWA had the culture,
amenities, or amenable downtown population to support the arts in the 2000s in the same way.
Fayetteville became the first city in Arkansas to create an arts district and approve measures to
bolster the arts economy. This initial victory set off a chain of several stunted attempts to support
creatives and pay artists that never lived up to the reality of what the city would actually fund.
The idea for increased City arts support came about through a group of creatives at the
Fayetteville Forward strategizing conference in 2009 who developed the Arts Council Action
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Plan, then approved by City Council. When set up, the Arts Council’s vision was to continue to
make “Fayetteville a thriving community where imagination and sustainable creative arts are
vitally integrated into everyday life.” 13 Through this language of “community” and goal to
support a thriving arts scene as a part of “everyday life,” the city’s vision tuned specifically to
artists and businesses within the community, with a principal goal to have a permanent public
arts funding stream by 2012. The City passed three initiatives from this plan, including the
funding of public art with a Parks, Trails, and Public Spaces partnership, expansion of the
Walton Art Center, and the initiation of a monthly downtown event to promote visual arts,
performance, and making. 14
Another task from this group was creating and growing the Cultural Arts District,
established in 2007. While this would later transform into the Cultural Arts Corridor that is
controversially now being developed through the Walton Family Foundation Design Excellence
Program, the goals of the original district were to “promote tourism, create a whole greater than
the sum of its parts by leveraging a cluster of cultural institutions, and provide a focus for
community and municipal endeavors to strengthen and expand arts opportunities.” 15 Although
tourism is a goal, attracting others to the region to strengthen the economy was not the only
priority, and the City attempted to strategize support in sustainable ways without directly
justifying the arts through capital growth potential alone. Later, NWA Walton-supported arts
planning language becomes almost solely about economic gain over community good, as
analyzed later in this paper. Therefore, in judging from the language of the Action Plan,
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attracting and retaining new residents did not seem like the major goal for Fayetteville’s creative
economy before around 2010.
Although the Action Plan had a lot of promise, the Fayetteville Arts Council has not yet
been able to secure funding or have agency within the city in any lasting way for a pubic arts
program, cutting off the scope or potential of its actions. By continually denying the city’s role in
funding or fostering local art because it was assumed to sustain itself, the City created a gap for
corporate interests to fill which slowly became more evident when the Waltons began to invest
heavily in the arts in Bentonville. The City’s lack of support is now offered as a direct criticism
by many artists who feel Fayetteville has succumbed to Walton investment for arts development
as a town who will not or is unable to stand up to big business or support its community. For
example, other ideas floated for the future in the 2009 Action Plan include an online artist
directory, establishing a Cultural Affairs Department, a region-wide website for arts tourism, a
Fayetteville music festival like Austin City Limits, a public arts center, and a Fayetteville Arts
Festival. 16 None of these have yet occurred, and many of these projects have moved to the direct
purview of Walton organizations, adding to local frustrations at the lack of public funding for
city arts development. 17
A lack of cultivating the arts of the region has caused small business owners and
independent creatives to feel like the Ozarks’ “most progressive city,” which frequently makes
national best towns to live lists, does not foster what they market as their identity, leaving room
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for Walton planning and encroachment. 18 A brief period in the 2010s saw a flourishing of the
creative arts community with galleries, art walks, and several DIY venues in operation
(discussed in Chapter 3), but the City has subsequently changed its official language to support
the Walton initiative of economic development and increased attraction to the region as they
garner Walton Family Foundation funding.

In the 1950s, the Walton family settled in Bentonville, today about a 40-minute drive
north from Fayetteville, where Sam Walton started what would become Walmart. Although
Walmart is by far the region’s largest corporation, other major companies that call NWA their
home include Tyson Foods, George’s Chicken, and J. B. Hunt Transport services. All these
companies and organizations cultivated a downhome can-do spirit around entrepreneurism which
persists today in the culture beyond Fayetteville and has permeated through to the Waltons’
charitable giving practices in relation to the arts.
Since Sam Walton opened the Walton’s 5&10 on the Bentonville square in the early
1950s, his enduring legacy lies in the popularization of “servant leadership” as a type of
corporate gospel that espoused customer service above all else. According to Bethany Moreton’s
study on Walmart culture, this work ethic should, for the model employee, take hold in one’s
family and religious life as part of an authentic American spirit conjoined with “faith in God and
faith in the market.” 19 She calls this “new corporate populism a distinctly Ozark version of
capitalism” which looked a lot like America because the company was “a sole superpower with a
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down-home twang.” 20 Sam Walton was able to infiltrate small town America through appearing
like the locals, and when Arkansans saw a model they could understand and look up to, they
accepted this version of hometown capitalism as a form of local business.
By the early 1990s, USA Today called Sam “a billionaire everyone can love,” as the
marketing campaign to make him the everyman halted any criticism about his ruthless tactics
against smaller merchants or insistence on low wages for employees. Sam’s biography tells of a
mythological moment in his childhood when he saw a dustbowl farmer and swore he would
never be poor, when, in fact, his father was repossessing farmers’ lands. Sam’s image cultivation
equated him with the farmer who worked his way up instead of the money lender. 21 This tale
displays the power of the language of public relations and image management to invert events—
a practice that continues through Sam’s heirs. The everyman image created what trucking
magnate J. B. Hunt stated as an environment where “the rich don’t know they’re rich and the
poor don’t know they’re poor.” 22 Hunt’s description of Ozarkian civil treatment defines the
surface-level egalitarianism the Walton Family exudes through their Bentonville lifestyle—a
thin, false veneer that appears that everyone is the same even as they create a town full of their
employees.
Much of the look of Downtown Bentonville is a physical manifestation of Sam’s original
ideas of the moral American capitalist. One critic in 2013 described Bentonville as “where
Americana is in full swing and scenes from Norman Rockwell paintings are brought to life” (Fig.
5). 23 While this image maintained a localized ideal of the corporation, Walmart increased rapidly
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into global markets in the later twentieth century. 24 With continued acquisitions of other stores
and companies around the world, as of the end of 2020, around 11,400 Walmart stores exist in 26
countries with 2.2 million employees and a revenue of $524 billion. 25 Even though Bentonville
looks like a close-knit hometown, Sam Walton’s take on global capitalism designates the town as
a “Vendorville” where Walmart vendors and their employees must partially reside in order for
their items to be sold by the chain. In this centralized model, Vendorvilles are akin to miniconsulates for diplomacy with the most important vendor offices nearest to the home office
location, or seat of power. 26 Residents in the town have a high turnover rate, and they are often
only present when they have to be. Given the transitory culture, many storefronts and houses
remain empty and workers are often unconnected to their neighborhoods.
As the company grew, the Walton Family Foundation (WFF) opened in 1987, and is
today run by Walton heirs that are very active in the cultivation of an arts and leisure capital in
America’s heartland. One of their focus areas is solely the home region of Northwest Arkansas,
chaired by Sam’s grandson Tom Walton. Other public figures of the Family include art collector
and Crystal Bridges founder Alice Walton; Olivia, Tom’s wife and founder of The Momentary
art center and the Heartland Forward think tank; and Steuart, Tom’s brother and collaborator
who invests in mountain biking, aviation, and dining concepts. Due in large part to the
grandsons’ renewed investment in the region, according to annual reports, WFF giving to NWA
has jumped from $7.8 million in 2011 to $300 million in 2020. 27 Mimicking the Walmart
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innovation of “servant leadership,” the grants given through WFF are viewed as being solely
given out of the generosity of the hometown heroes. Yet, scholar Chin-tao Wu writing on
corporate art giving, states, “corporate rhetoric…serves to mask the capital interests of sponsors,
and to create a false image of what is referred to as corporate philanthropy.” 28 Sociologist
Stephanie Farmer writes that the Walton strategy is three-tired in which the WFF is “a tax shelter
[where]…the Family stashes its financial largesse.” 29 They use their sheltered fortune to “finance
public improvement projects that are intended to attract skilled workers to Walmart
headquarters.” Then, the Waltons are positioned to “capture rents that flow into the region as a
consequence of the Foundation’s efforts to make the place a more appealing location to do
business.” Because of the Waltons’ greatly increased interests in the home region this decade,
this funding is making its mark very specifically on Downtown Bentonville, transforming it into
the billionaire family’s desired vision for their own gain.
One of the major goals on the WFF website is “preserving a sense of place” to “attract
and retain top talent at all levels and ensure long-term viability of the region, which includes
being a leader in the arts.” 30 This involves increasing trails and public green spaces, supporting
downtown masterplans for rejuvenation, and sponsoring urban planning initiatives. 31 The phrase
“sense of place” signals the act of creative placemaking in unifying design, art, and site to create
an NWA identity. This expansion of Walton involvement in “place” is in a large part due to the
catalyst of the 2011 opening of Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art which showcases
28
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Alice Walton’s world-class art collection in what was, at the time, a town of 35,000 sitting in a
dry county. From this point, Walton funding is majorly responsible for originating designs and
concepts of the hip corporate culture in the revitalized downtown. Today, Bentonville exudes the
look of an idealized American small town. Its 1950s square melds into the sleek look of a
mountainous Manhattan with cosmopolitan building facades and glamorous interior designs
(Figs. 6, 7). This mashup of styles showcases the successful and thriving corporate lineage of
American capitalism from Sam Walton into subsequent generations of his family.
While published articles, social media statements, public figures, and some scholarly
papers have critiqued the Walton system, there has yet to be a national, sustained critical analysis
of the Waltons’ tight and growing monopoly over Northwest Arkansas culture. Bethany
Moreton, who wrote the book To Serve God and Walmart, focuses in on an extremely specific
form of Walmart employee who helped propel the culture globally: The God-fearing, family
oriented, white Walmart mom. Moreton, like many art critics covering the region, fall into easy
classist stereotypes of Ozarkers as uncultured hillbillies, although Moreton handles her subjects
with much more care. She still begins, though, from the touchstones of Branson, MO, the
Beverly Hillbillies, country music, and Christian evangelism as representative of Ozark culture.
She identifies a specific type of Walmart Ozarker and homogenizes “Walmart Country” as most
of a five-state area. Moreton also chooses not to critically analyze her sources. At the end of her
book, she states that we all should learn Christian free enterprise from the women she talked
with, because “we will need a servant heart.” 32 While Moreton presents a compelling and
interesting history of Walmart supporters and workers, she fails to mention aspects beyond the
dominant culture—thriving just off the margins—that may complicate her story.
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Others have offered brief, but astute analyses of Walmart culture and consumerism as a
paradox. Fredric Jameson in his investigation of Walmart as a potential Utopian model of order
points out that, “information research tells us that an enormous percentage of Walmart shoppers
are themselves sharply critical and even negative about this corporation.” 33 He hits more directly
on that fact that Walmart’s job is to engage shoppers in a contradiction; “to hold down or even
lower prices and to make life affordable for the poorest Americans is also the very source of their
poverty and the prime mover in the dissolution of American industrial productivity and the
irrevocable destruction of the American small town.” 34 While Moreton is not near as direct,
Jameson uses Walmart as an initial provocation to then speak about the history of socialism. In
the 2021 Jacobin Magazine article, “Walmart’s Company Town of Bentonville, Arkansas,”
sociologist Stephanie Farmer presents a broad overview of the Waltons’ practices and takeover
in Bentonville through bringing to light their selfish economic incentives for philanthropic
giving. Unlike any essay I’ve read on Bentonville in its criticality, Farmer sees the Waltons as
creating their own state power in this process of rebranding and remaking the region. 35 I agree
with Farmer while peeling back a complicated layer to this Waltonization in my own research.

Since the influx of Walton initiatives have gained national attention, the simplistic
dichotomy of Bentonville as a company town versus Fayetteville as a university town has been
challenged and complicated within the continually-altered landscapes of the emerging region.
One reason is that both towns experience an ongoing problem with retention since people move
to Bentonville for their short-term job obligations and people come to Fayetteville in their youth
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to attend university. The University of Arkansas has also been tied to Bentonville because the
Walton College of Business and other programs educate future Walmart employees through
select programs. Other long-term opportunities for both the graduated student or the
businessperson were not readily available for decades. To tackle this issue, recent Walton
funding attempts to create more educational pipelines to their businesses, as well as market
reasons to stay in Benton and Washington counties by crafting this “sense of place” into a
cultural center filled with consumer options. 36 In this process, a growing majority of previously
independent artists, spaces, events, or organizations are supported by Walton arts philanthropy
beyond Bentonville. Their support links a healthy local scene with creative placemaking, which,
in turn, drives economic success and outside approval. As one Walton Family Foundation
economic proposal stated,
NWA is a collection of local communities bound together by invisible borders. These
borders can become obsolete if creative placemaking is available to diverse communities.
Such placemaking strategies can create a sense of ownership over their neighborhoods
while developing a comprehensive, connected regional story and experience for each
family and newcomer. 37
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Placemaking through Walton funds presents a unified vision of a variety of enticing cultural
experiences to attract people to the region. With words like “sense” and “story,” the WFF
suggestion supports a surface-level semblance of connected creative space.
In light of these increasing overlaps in the communities, in theorizing Northwest
Arkansas contemporary space, I attempt to steer away from sharp dichotomies. I see NWA’s
arts networks in line with Henri Lefebvre’s description of the global capitalist “urban society,”
which subsumes every human geography in the post-industrial society, just with “varying
density, thickness, and activity.” 38 Thus, NWA arts scenes have various movements, summits,
and depths to follow simultaneously. Urbanism, to Lefebvre, is also a doctrine that tends toward
the unification of theory, logic, and strategy for profit, exchange, and commodity. 39 The urban
consolidates materials and contents, order and disorder, and all communications as it destructures
and restructures its elements. 40 As ideology and institution, it is a repressive space that is
represented as objective, scientific, and neutral. 41 I see the Waltonizing of Northwest Arkansas
as a conjoined mix of all of these practices within Lefebvre’s definitions, as Bethany Moreton
states, “the geography of Walmart shows a conscious urge toward the comfort, order, and unity
of this homogenized, depoliticized space, one with a new appeal in the twenty-first century.” 42
The Waltons’ focus on unification, professionalization, quantitative logic, official ordering, and
communications control is indicative of Lefebvre’s urbanism.
Lefebvre also sees urban society through spatial domination. Whoever is able to create
space can dominate the narrative that their creation engenders a good place and good things. We
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can mark this within social space as an “enormous expansion of productive activity… carried out
on behalf of those who invented it, manage it, and proﬁt from it.” 43 This conquest or colonization
of space, as Lefebvre calls it, has reinvigorated capitalism in post-industrial urban society. He
foresaw the expansion of this spatial ownership through real-estate development, capital projects,
and the continued buying and selling of space. As this occurs, the community becomes sidelined
as “people sit around listening politely…they are not the decision makers. In spite of their
efforts, they cannot escape the status that has been given to them, that of a pressure group or
caste, and they become a class.” 44 The corporate preoccupation with space—including the taking
over of space and agency from inhabitants—is evident within the variations of the Bentonville
model as applied to the other downtowns of Northwest Arkansas.
Spatial dominance is central to the localization process in the corporate Walton model,
through their specific employment of “creative placemaking.” The National Endowment for the
Arts defines this term as a way “to transform communities into lively, beautiful, and resilient
places with the arts at their core.” 45 It is a purposeful integration between artists, organizations,
and development practitioners “to make revitalization work—placing arts at the table with landuse, transportation, economic development, education, housing, infrastructure, and public safety
strategies…to create a distinct sense of place.” 46 Words like “revitalization” and “sense of
place” tie to Walton Family economic justifications for altering the built environment. Sense of
place, then, is extracted from the people who help make the place—the residents and workers.
Barbara Brown Wilson warns that placemaking is “driven by top-down and often white upper-
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income design-friendly conceptions of a place.” 47 The focus, as in the Waltons’ use, is on
beautiful high-class design. As developers come in, especially to historically BIPOC and
working-class neighborhoods, creative placemaking is rarely paired with anti-displacement
strategies so people are able to stay in their neighborhoods to experience and participate in these
changes. 48 Artist and musician Nick Shoulders, who recently moved back to his hometown of
Fayetteville, sees the influx of placemaking investment as a predatory move that “leaves people
vulnerable to corporate capitalist culture, creating a trickle-down economics approach to culture.
In creating this mindset, they have gutted the art scene entirely, turning artists’ identity into
service industry workers who happen to have creative hobbies, not creatives who work in the
service industry.” 49 To this local artist, the corporatization of the arts hollows out the local
artist’s practice and separates their livelihood from their ability to create.
As opposed to Walton corporate placemaking strategies, my thesis argues for
“placekeeping” within local communities, which The United States Department of Arts and
Culture defines as, “the active care and maintenance of a place and its social fabric by the people
who live and work there. It is not just preserving buildings but keeping the cultural memories
associated with a locale alive, while supporting the ability of local people to maintain their way
of life as they choose.” 50 This process involves looking intersectionally at who is displaced with
gentrification and who is desired in design strategies which seek to mine progressive
neighborhoods and “cool” culture to market to young business professionals. Annette Koh calls
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for a “politics of placemaking,” pointing out that even beautiful and well-designed sites often are
not created for the benefit of everyone to enjoy. The discussion of “activating” space erases who
is already active in those places—people who may have nowhere else to go. 51 Words like
“underutilized,” “undesirable,” or “inactivated” are coded to mean weeding out those who may
not conform or consume within society in favor of creating more lucrative, privatized spaces.
Ozarks scholar, musician, and community organizer Rachel Reynolds has long seen an issue
with such corporate strategies, stating, “the term placemaking is so fucking problematic, and it
should be placekeeping. How fucked up is it that somebody is going to come in and say, we're
going to make your place?” 52 Given these two definitions, for the purposes of the Northwest
Arkansas case study, placemaking is specifically a top-down approach of planners, developers,
and corporate elites, while placekeeping is reserved for the efforts of grassroots activists, artists,
collectives, and spaces embedded in the region.
Yet, even this divide isn’t simple. With the active corporatized planning of the Waltons,
Northwest Arkansas artists often feel cornered into taking a Walton-funded job because that is
the only arts work that pays, even if not especially well. Because everyone is intertwined with
the Family, community members question whether artists and arts professionals can be fully in
solidarity with activist movements or residents at risk of displacement. The funds from Walmart
and the Waltons that bring in skilled, educated workers as members of the artistic class are
creating a group of people who rely on the Waltons as the only real arts employer in town.
Therefore, people feel like the Waltons are cultivating a sympathetic, or at least silenced,
collective of creative voices. Supporting this view, a 2013 Hyperallergic article calls the region:
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Walmart’s capitalistic wet dream come true….Walmart money has certainly done right
by this neck of the woods, initiating what appears to be a ripple effect of positive cultural
initiatives….If you provide the infrastructure to engage with the arts, it will indeed be
utilized and maybe even deeply appreciated….It will serve as a catalyst for future
community-based initiatives, attracting like-minded projects spurred on by the initial
initiative. 53
This positive overview of trickle-down arts capitalism presents an idealized corporation where
the Waltons are actually the ones almost solely responsible for creating community instead of
gutting it. These types of articles where locals should appear grateful abound to little public
criticism. Stace Treat, Crystal Bridges’ Head of Interpretation, understands the lack of outcry as
due to “the fundamental problem with how the Walton family wields so much power in this
realm, particularly since they have proven what they can do economically for the region with
their money. It’s very hard for people in the region to be very critical of them because we've
become so reliant on what they can do and provide. 54 My thesis charts this growing reliance in
Bentonville and Fayetteville throughout the 2010s.
As seen, grassroots tactics of placekeeping and top-down initiatives of placemaking are
often deeply intertwined in arts employees, artists, and sites who come in contact with Walton
arts development. While originally Bentonville and Fayetteville were viewed as culturally
opposite of each other—with “local” in Fayetteville defining small-scale creative practices and
“local” in Bentonville relating to the Walmart company—today with the hollowing out of state
funding, the Waltons’ design sensibilities and lifestyle initiatives have expanded into all forms of
NWA arts culture.
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Chapter 2
Corporate Placemaking in the Waltons’ Downtown Bentonville Arts Spaces

In 2012, journalist Steven Dubin wrote, “Bentonville is Walmart, full stop,” declaring
that the company still forms the foundation of Walton structure. 55 Now pivoting to downtown
revitalization in their “home office” of Bentonville, the Waltons are using Walmart corporate
tactics to create a testing ground and show room for their design and planning philosophy based
on lifestyle and leisure tourism. Behind offering the plethora of experiences for tourists and
transplants, the Family have tied the Walton and Walmart name to high art, increasing their
cultural capital and consumer base while creating a haven for other wealthy individuals. Through
their actions, independent entities are consolidated into a mega-region, like Walmart’s creation
of one-stop-shopping, where any variety of local experience can be had through Walton funding.
A type of top-down placemaking used by the Waltons and their corporate partners might
best be described through the recent term “Artwashing” in which planners, developers, and
funders promote the arts to bring in more economy to specific areas, often erasing local culture
and displacing long-term residents. Specifically used as a PR stunt, corporations can present a
clean public image for themselves by sponsoring the arts. People see company names on
beautiful gallery walls, instead of just on the sides of plastic bags or semi-trucks, as a more
acceptable form of company branding. 56 Artwashing is meant to increase “cultural capital,” a
term defined by Pierre Bourdieu as, a process in which the arts can be used to form a hegemonic
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ideology serving as an “instrument of domination.” 57 Building off of this definition, Chin-tao
Wu argues in Privatising Culture that contemporary art especially “functions as a currency of
both material and symbolic value for corporations.” 58 Naturally, he continues, hip or desirable art
becomes adopted into the corporate culture, with the company “striving to gain an entrée into a
more sophisticated social group through identifying with their specific tastes.” 59 This process
then gains new consumers for the company, converting cultural to economic capital.
Contemporary art sponsorship and collection provides a company that may be perceived as
catering to the conservative working class, such as Walmart, a boost from “the strong association
between avant-garde art and innovation…providing the business world with a valuable tool for
the projection of an image of itself as a liberal and progressive force.” 60 Contemporary art makes
the Waltons cool and separates them from Walmart while increasing Walmart’s positive image.
For Walton-funded projects, this artwashing is usually more multi-tiered than branding
alone and involves investment in restaurants, bars, art, and outdoor space combined so
everything visitors do is Walton-involved. The Family often attempts to obscure their connection
with Walmart corporate decisions, but in truth their funding is extremely entangled. The location
for the home office is also within the home town of the Family whose members serve on boards
of banks, art museums, nonprofit institutions, committees, and funding institutions and partner
often with the Walmart Foundation in their NWA giving. In this way, funding is often hard to
discern for projects that carry different catchy names, branding, concepts, and websites.
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The Waltons’ Bentonville spaces employ placemaking with a top priority on ambiance
brought through architecture and design. They market a semblance of site-specific references and
culture to brand the region as its own “High South” corporate mecca. This strategy became
visible and expanded after the opening of Crystal Bridges in 2011 which brought media attention
to the region. Then, the Family built a leisure center around the downtown and designated space
for a contemporary arts and performance center with the 2020 opening of the Momentary (Map
3). In drastically altering the built environment of Downtown Bentonville through targeted
curation, the Waltons are transforming their Walmart legacy by melding creative placemaking to
the corporate model of the ethical, local American brand. In Bentonville, then, the local is
filtered through the history of the hometown billionaires as they provide a plethora of beautiful
experiences created for their target audiences—those with the means and time to consume.

The Crystal Bridges Catalyst
In 2020, journalist Addie Broyles stated that “Crystal Bridges had revitalized the once
dying downtown.” 61 Previously described as solely built around Walmart, Bentonville is now
also viewed as an arts town with the physical space of Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art
(CBMAA) proclaiming the new phase of Walton projects that “increase the region’s
cosmopolitan profile and in-turn attract new residents.” 62 From the beginning, the museum was
“a merging of art, nature, and architecture” in its design and this model with these three
connected branches has spread throughout the region. 63 In national reviews of CBMAA—one of
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the first instances the region has garnered such attention—this museum model of Waltonification
is understood as a world-class space built to welcome visitors and attract a desired class of
professionals. While journalists were initially hesitant about the museum’s location in a fly-over
state in the middle of nowhere, Crystal Bridges’ increased acquisition of contemporary art and
focus on inclusive interpretation strategies have led to favorable reviews as the past decade
progressed. Still, critics often miss the larger picture of the negative implications surrounding
continued arts growth signaled by the museum in regards to Northwest Arkansas’s residents.
CBMAA Founder and Board Chair Alice Walton’s collecting practices were the first
national controversy for the museum that tied the Waltons to their Walmart business heritage.
Alice was buying some of the most famous pieces of art from major cities and collections for
record sales amounts to populate her museum within just six years’ time. Her practice would
define the museum’s culture of rapid production of the next new, markable cultural asset or
experience. Using sheer buying power, the collection was created quickly to hit all of the major
areas in American art history. At CBMAA, the local became intertwined with the purchases of
Alice and her ability to open and operate this museum for the benefit of the uncultured long-term
residents of NWA who needed this education.
The attempt to bring star pieces to Bentonville sometimes angered entire cities,
prompting a national discussion of place and power. This occurred after Alice’s 2005 purchase
of Asher B. Durand’s 1849 painting Kindred Spirits (Fig. 8), taking it from its historic home in
the New York Public Library. The Hudson River School landmark work features William Cullen
Bryant and Thomas Cole as artists and friends looking out over the Catskills, telling a cultural,
historic, and artistic story of New York. Critic Michael Kimmelman in the New York Times
blamed Alice’s ability to take this to Bentonville on “a widespread popular belief on the
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indifference to our cultural heritage….Durand is who we were as New Yorkers. The sale is what
we have become as Americans….We're a rich country. We're capitalists. Our museums are
stuffed with treasures bought and plundered from elsewhere.” 64 Kimmelman argues that local
museums should have the first chance to bid for artwork from the city so it stays in the region
where it has resided for so long “as a shot of preserving the public’s heritage for the public”
since the wealthy now had too great a power over the art market. 65 While at the time,
Kimmelman’s argument was critiqued by some as elitist because it favored hoarding artistic
output within the major cities, the argument is also a precursor to later “placekeeping” strategies
that attempt to retain the identity of a place through regulation, so exchange-value for an object
does not become its only value. Rebecca Solnit also focused in on the gap between buying power
and ethical practice in a 2006 critique, describing Kindred Spirits as “a touchstone for a set of
American ideals that Wal-Mart has been savaging.” The painting advocates for protection of the
wilderness, a free and communal relationship to art, and the abolition of inequality, now
belonging to a woman “whose profits came from degrading working conditions in the United
States and abroad and from ravaging the North American landscape.” 66 Thus, years before
Crystal Bridges’ opening, critics used this painting’s move to Bentonville as a signal for the
widening gap of arts inequity and ideology between owner, subject, and audience.
Other critics saw a bias of coastal elitism rooted in the urban against the rural within
responses to this purchase. Richard Brettell writes that an interpretation of Kindred Spirits
beyond its place-based history is only broadened at CBMAA where the work will be appreciated
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by many who connect with the piece spiritually or emotionally without an art background; “when
it is seen in Arkansas, Kindred Spirits becomes a larger meditation on the relationship between
civilization and wilderness…Indeed, it becomes more broadly ‘American’ and has a wider
significance as a direct result of its new placement.” 67 To Brettell, just moving the piece into the
Heartland has the potential to increase the potency of what is truly American about the painting.
Steven Dubin saw the movement of the artwork as more firmly dividing the nation as an
aggressive entry into the artworld, calling this purchase Alice’s “opening volley in her twentyfirst century campaign pitting South against North, popular against elite values.” 68 To many
critics, the purchase redraws old lines still well-traveled between Civil War scars, a town and
country audience, private vs. city ownership, industry vs. nature, and coastal elitism vs. heartland
populism—divides that have now become even starker ten years later. In this way, the movement
of Kindred Spirits from New York to rural America embodied national debates regarding
location, culture, history, and wealth inequality that hit on some of the largest fissures in
American identity.
The eccentric billionaire philanthropist behind the purchase, Alice Walton, also gained
increasing attention as the opening date of her museum neared. She continues her father’s
corporate and hierarchical practices into the NWA art world, but is often portrayed as a
combination between down-to-earth hometown savior, quirky creative philanthropist, and
capitalist robber baron. Rebecca Mead’s article for The New Yorker, “Alice’s Wonderland,” by
title alone points to the creation and ownership of the museum by this collector. 69 Described as
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living modestly and cooking dinner for herself in her one-story house, Alice harkens back to the
type of American moral business owner her father emulated. Yet, underlying her informality, she
maintains a clear knowledge of investment and profit in the art world, stating about art
collecting, "one of the great responsibilities that I have is to manage my assets wisely, so that
they create value. I know the price of lettuce…You buy the best lettuce you can at the best price
you can." 70 This statement hints at a ruthlessness of capitalist practices where the workers or
effects of obtaining the best price seem far below the priority of the economic bottom line. Her
colloquial warm charm and capitalist heritage aligns with CBMAA’s specific mission of
collecting American art because, “my family was very patriotic and I would have never
considered collecting anything [else].” 71 To Alice, her father is a part of this legacy of the
American spirit as striving “to take the opportunity that we have in this country to grow and
learn and be the very best we can, and to help other people." 72 This version of corporate America
as equalizers of opportunity has prevailed in this region as the Family values benevolent giving,
patriotism, and hard work that comes with American entrepreneurship. In this way, CBMAA’s
lineage is clearly originates from the Sam Walton model and relates back the Family’s home in
an E. Fay Jones house in the Bentonville woods.
Along with the investment of artwork for the walls, the Walton Family Foundation’s
endowment of $800 million dollars to create the museum would signal to the art world and to the
region that the Waltons were ready to invest real money toward placemaking in NWA. Alice
knew herself what this meant when she stated in 2011 that "by investing in the endowment of
Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art, my family has laid a foundation on which this
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institution can continue to grow as a resource for our community, state, and nation.” 73 To
Rebecca Solnit, noting the discrepancy between their placemaking strategies and corporate
background propped up by global business practices, the museum “seems like a false front for
Walmart, a made-in-America handicrafted artifact of idealism for a corporation that is none of
the above.” 74 The museum associates billionaires with high culture, history, and beauty and
disconnects it with the unpleasant physical space of the big box with its cheap merchandise,
bright fluorescents, warehouse feel, and vast parking lots. She calls this move, “buying yourself
out of the situation you happen to make” where Waltons become more elite through their culture
capital gains. 75 The billionaire narrative dominates the culture, history, and identity of a region
not known outside of Walmart, giving it greater monopolizing power.
The vision of uniting art, architecture, and nature was first realized in the two-hundredthousand-square-foot physical space of CBMAA, which took four years to build on the 120-acre
property and opened on November 11, 2011. This structure began with a mythical partnership
between architect Moche Safdie and Alice Walton, who had picked her site just north of the
Downtown Square to connect to the downtown and celebrate her family’s heritage, as the
location had been on Walton family land (Figs. 9, 10). 76 Safdie chose to dam Crystal Spring to
create bridges between two ponds to hold the galleries. The buildings dip into the ravine, so
guests take an elevator down to enter the museum, celebrating the Ozarks around them, in what
Safdie says creates a “sense of place” (Fig. 11). 77 To the architect and museum leadership, this
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signaled a purposeful break from the imposing classical marble structures of older museums that
literally elevated art from the street, taking them away from their outside surroundings. 78 This
design promises a continued connection to nature instead. The armadillo-shell roofs take on
different shapes and curve outward or inward to match the ravine. They are made with copper
which turns brown with age as a sign of welcome natural impacts on the space. Physically, the
base of the two bridges forms a dam that also serves as a floor, while above, the roof connects
both of the ravines through a wooden beam structure with glass walls held up by steel rods. In an
engineering feat, the roof is held by concrete abutments, allowing for open expanses (Figs. 1214). The overall structure combines with changing light effects to alter the mood of the spaces
with the seasons and weather and offer intimate and expansive moments with art and nature.
At the time of the museum’s opening, many major architectural publications described
and analyzed the space as creating a disingenuous relationship to site. Critic Richard Brettell,
called the architecture “too big for its setting” in that it does not seamlessly merge with either
nature or art. Instead, the structure forms a “disconcerting jumble of curves on the site—
competing with each other so aggressively that they undercut the isolated and calm nature of the
site.” 79 Additionally, the aspects touted as harmonious with nature are actually major engineering
projects. To make the ponds, the natural stream had to be diverted, hundreds of thousands of
pounds of rock blasted, and almost one million pounds of material removed, with the original
stream now channeled into enormous underground pipes. 80 In this way, the building of the
museum that celebrates the local environment in fact took many millions of dollars to create the
surface appearance of natural space. Again, critics realize this forced natural quality. Washington
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Post critic Kennicott predicts the future of Walton endeavors when he states, “there are
overtones of hollowness in a museum funded with money from the Walmart fortune.” 81 Brettell
also focuses on branding of place in the building when he states, “with Crystal Bridges as our
guide, we learn that the museum is about ‘place’ more than ‘person,’ and its conjoining of
natural (crystal) and man-made (bridges) structures surely resulted from imaginative focus group
sessions with creative ‘branding’ experts.” 82 The buildings physically recast the success story of
the Ozarks through an architectural “wow factor” fit the Walton-approved family narrative of
their own history on this land. Their story is not to foster a connection with residents as much as
it is to consecrate “a pilgrimage site and a potential growth catalyst, using Walton’s patronage in
an effort to attract a mobile cosmopolitan population.” 83 Using the architecture of a physical
space tied to an Ozark story to attract those outside the state becomes a Walton branding tactic.
Art critics visiting the museum often wrote condescendingly about the region’s lack of
culture in the hillbilly audience, for which the museum might remedy. 84 These misguided articles
highlight the novelty of the museum in rural middle America instead of the potential for
pernicious effects from a family with so much financial capital. One critic described odd
museum-goers she saw, including a Hispanic cowboy in heeled boots and a family in Razorback
shirts. 85 Steven Dubin writes of museum visitors as wearing “elaborately embroidered rodeo
shirts, cowboy boots and hats, oversize belt buckles, and T-shirts commemorating trips to the
Grand Ole Opry or the Rock and Worship Roadshow.” 86 The landscape is filled with religious
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signs where Kum&Go gas stations are the popular hang outs. Culture includes the gun museum,
the craft studio where glass bluebirds are blown, and the Precious Moments chapel, and Hog
Huntin’ magazine is featured at the airport. Dubin loops all of the Ozarks into one trope distilled
to a few fun quirks of a town deemed to have no real arts appreciation. He describes the
otherworldly mundanity in built environment as “a cluster of ancient shacks, their brittle wooden
slats weathered to gray, [which] gives way to a double-wide trailer, followed by a new gated
community, its medieval-style guard tower looming over a solitary house.” 87 While spending
most of the essay detailing this bleak sinkhole of culture, he concedes to his elite readers that “it
is easy to distain such social particulars,” but that people like him “might well consider the
extent to which these folkways represent an authentic regional style and venerable history.” 88
Yet even the tone and diction of “folkways” as “authentic” both belittles and historicizes the
people living here today, making them updated stereotypes of the same nineteenth-century
hillfolk character that outsiders can admire, abhor, or find amusing. Dubin’s “local” simply could
not be compatible to his definition of a contemporary artist.
With these stereotypes in print, the incentive only increases for the Waltons to create
world-class architecture and experiences that gain media attention. Dubin concludes his article
by stating the fears many in the art world had at the time of this new museum’s opening—that
“Crystal Bridges runs the risk of becoming the Bentonville Hillbilly of art institutions, unless it
can develop credibility both within its immediate locale and beyond.” 89 Using kinder language,
the well-known art blog Culturegrrl likewise stated, “the greatest achievement of Crystal Bridges
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would be to serve as catalyst for a vibrant cultural scene in its region.” 90 These comments
underscore the weight this lingering perception of the uncultured Ozarker holds for many of the
artworld elite and erases openings for those in Northwest Arkansas who might have a different or
more complicated story of arts in the region to insert themselves. These one-dimensional reviews
only gave the Waltons more encouragement to expand their model into different options.
The 2014 exhibition State of the Art: Discovering American Art Now was another major
moment to grab media attention that would become a catalyst for contemporary art collecting
and funding with the marketed goal of bringing attention to emerging artists between the coasts.
The exhibition centered Bentonville as a model for this new kind of unpretentious curating,
featuring 230 works produced by 102 largely nationally-unknown artists from across the United
States working in a broad range of media. Yet, curators still only found a few worthy examples
of Arkansas artists, further proving that the museum embraced site, when professionally
engineered, but not the region’s people. The 2014 State of the Art was critiqued nationally as
light on curatorial interpretation, executed for quantity over content. CBMAA Director and Cocurator Don Bacigalupi justified this as a larger shift into introducing contemporary art within
the Northwest Arkansas region by saying that “contemporary art has too often been dismissed as
‘something a child could do,’ or — worse — irrelevant. The exhibition is a call to action, both
within the field and beyond, to pay more attention to the artists around us, and what they have to
say.” 91 Grace-Yvette Gemmell, writing in Hyperallergic, calls this statement “blandly
condescending, not to mention dated and banal,” seeing this gap between marketing and reality
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as a statement that the museum does not “seem to be actively listening to what the artists it has
elected to include have to say, at least not in any perceptibly meaningful way.” 92 The museum
hides behind its privatized democracy of “Art for all” to belittle its audience by refusing to take a
position or curatorial approach. If the goal is supplying something for everyone, it really
succeeds with no one, glossing over the content of individual artworks in favor of a media
spectacle revolving around the curatorial road trip process. Although reviews were overall
unfavorable, the attention-grabbing show signaled to museum leadership that contemporary arts
professionals were paying attention, which was then drafted into a cause for an expansion of
contemporary collecting, exhibiting, and programming throughout the museum and into NWA.
They also used this simplistic show as a gateway to “educate” local audiences of the merit of
contemporary art.
As Crystal Bridges opened, art-world critics paid attention and museum leadership
continued to find new media-worthy projects to splashily execute. While some reviewers lauded
the museum’s democratic potential or focused on exotic novelties of the region’s folkways,
others more rightly forecasted that the museum space signaled only the beginning for top-down
major projects into the built environment and highlighted problematic contradictions, inequities,
and connections between Walmart and charitable Waltons initiatives. CBMAA’s physical
structure is a potent, permanent flagship in their brand of centralized placemaking in which the
local implies the natural Ozarks environment, a wholesome narrative of hometown billionaires,
an education opportunity for the uncultured, and an enticement for a cosmopolitan audience.
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A Corporate Playground
The building of the museum near downtown Bentonville created a boom economy of
other businesses, experiences, and pastimes dedicated to the leisure corporate class—almost all
of them Walton owned or funded. Within the design of these spaces, a picture of an idealized
Walton resident becomes clearer as someone passionate about creative entertainment options and
focused on economic vitality. Sociologist Stephanie Farmer writes that Walton interests work
together to form a “parallel state” as the family is “building a professional class urban utopia.” 93
The ideal professional transplant is provided with restaurants, bars, bike trails and other
amenities all brought about through Walton development as the local environment transforms for
an abstracted desired other.
The City of Bentonville’s SE Downtown Area Plan, published in 2014, is closely allied
with the Walton development strategies of using arts to spur the economy alongside other leisure
amenities. The plan’s title page highlights “arts and culture,” “food,” and “community” as the
main focuses for the area just Southeast of the Square. 94 Here, the Market and Arts Districts are
designated “experience districts” due to the potential of vacant industrial properties and recent
investment in parks, trails, and improvement projects, thanks to the Waltons (Figs. 15, 16). 95
Specifically, the document defines the cultural arts district with three criteria: as a generator of
creative goods that enhance a city’s arts and cultural identity while strengthening economic
development efforts; as a mixed-use area with a high concentration of cultural facilities, workers,
and activities; and as a contributor to the city’s growing arts and cultural economy as an asset in
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tourism development strategies. 96 All of these goals tie money in with labor and arts in a way
Fayetteville’s arts district and artist support plan enacted five years prior did not. Bentonville is
truly on the cutting edge of economic development strategies [as] a designated area focused
on the recruitment, retention, and support of our growing creative sector, creating jobs,
strengthening the municipal tax base, engaging residents and attracting tourists. This
district would influence business development and expansion strategies, inspire and
stimulate district revitalization efforts, and strengthen Bentonville’s identity as a cultural
destination [to] stimulate the growth of creative enterprise. 97
In this way, this plan directly engages with Walton Family Foundation and Walmart interests by
justifying municipal arts investment almost solely through the benefits art provides to the
economy. Farmer labels this alliance as the Waltons deploying “their charitable foundation to
exploit Bentonville’s willingness to trade democratic control over planning and decision-making
for access to Walton capital.” 98 In the districts’ creation of an “industrial park for the creative
sector,” this plan lays out spaces which Waltons can then fill with their businesses as art-adjacent
leisure activities, creating a unity between art, food, design, and the outdoors.
A year before the districting plan was approved, 21c Museum Hotel opened, creating a
destination corridor between CBMAA and the Bentonville Square. The Southern hotel chain
consists of rotating exhibitions of privately-owned contemporary art, open and free all day and
night. This particular building, owned by the Waltons, was designed to complement CBMAA
and provide spaces for the museum’s guests (Figs. 17, 18). 99 As another art space in Downtown
Bentonville, 21c melds international contemporary art, food and drink, upscale urban
atmosphere, and local programming through a structure that relies on the museum manager as
part of the NWA arts community to lead programming decisions. Part of this role is curating a
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rotating selection of local art in vitrines off the elevators of the guest rooms. 100 Programming
includes community artist talks, opening events, theatre, poetry, performance, and panels,
bringing in artists in a purposeful way that connects with the art on the walls. 101 The 21c site also
forms an important mid-point between Crystal Bridges and the rest of the downtown amenities
through the connection with the Art Trail beginning at the South Entrance of CBMAA and
ending downtown near 21c with sculptures along the way. This trail connection seems like the
first spatialized concept of this test city for corporate arts placemaking within the landscape
because its design combines art and nature and links two major museum buildings as well as the
downtown to the museum.
The trails sprung up at a rapid rate in Bentonville, creating a destination all their own for
mountain bikers in just a few short years, and led by companies and organizations owned or
funded by Steuart and Tom Walton. In NWA, around 400 miles of trails have been created with
250 for mountain biking and 150 for paved paths, and two miles of trails created every week in
2019. 102 The Waltons’ specific interest in mountain biking creates a hierarchy of biking as
leisure over biking for transportation, further elevating the Family’s elite pursuits over needed
biking infrastructure. A colleague said of Tom’s dedication to trail design that, “he had this
vision…of turning Bentonville into a bike town, with the culture of a Colorado town or even
Austin, Texas.” In much of the official language related to Walton planning, Austin or towns in
Colorado are continually mentioned as a desired outcome for NWA. Tom calls Bentonville a
“ski town for bikes” and states that he is “building an economy around bikes” to help small or
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mid-sized towns retain workforce, become a destination, and differentiate from other
locations. 103 Thus, this biking culture is also corporatized as an economic driver and destination,
with Tom actively working on mirroring other towns. He is also proud that 57% of mountain
bike riders on his trails are from outside of NWA as this means more tourists are coming to the
region. But, this also implies that the desired user of the trails is privileged enough to take time to
travel outside their home region to ride mountain bikes.
These trails now also offer spaces for art along them, as well as local businesses in bold
new architectural structures, to combine all aspects of placemaking into outdoor spots (Fig. 19).
Cycling has quickly become a main attraction attached to culture, as one Wall Street Journal
article proclaimed, “The Waltons want people to settle in Bentonville, and they think cycling can
be a lure for people who are considering a lifestyle move.” 104 This again implies a privilege in
being able to move for “lifestyle” alone. The journalist continues, “I’m hopeful that 50 years
from now we can look up, and we’ll see a lot of Bentonvilles throughout the country.” 105 This
sentiment of the creation of a perfect town whose model needs to be replicated throughout
America is also professed by several interviewees on Walton-run websites. In using landscaped
outdoor areas to celebrate the town as a beautiful leisure destination and environment, the
Waltons seem to be priming audiences for the replication of their model in other places, or in the
hopes that other corporations will partner with them to supply privatized funding and beautify
their own home regions.
While the Waltons tout Bentonville for its healthy outdoor activities, trail benefits are not
trickling down to many of the locals. Tom stated that he worked with cities and planners to place
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trails as close to the downtowns as possible so people can ride, shop, work, and live together, but
this in affect just reaches those who have enough money to live downtown and leisure time to
take off. 106 The Gehl report on diversity in the region found that the bike trails only work for a
select few who use these primarily for recreational purposes and not for commuting. There are
“few mobility lanes for everyday travel” because cities in NWA “lack consistent, comfortable,
and complete bike lane networks…existing bike networks don’t cater to those who stand to
benefit most from them.” 107 The study continues that 56% of the region’s car-less households are
not within walking distance of a single bike lane. 108 This is seemingly because most of the trails
are in the revitalizing downtowns that are pushing working-class individuals and families away
from the center. While the trails are flashy and fun, they do not offer basic services that often are
necessary to locals. As seen with Tom’s quotes, community biking for transportation and access
is not a priority.
The next generation of Waltons—mainly Tom and his wife Olivia and brother Steuart—
have also rebranded and remade Downtown Bentonville’s hospitality options and services.
Tom’s Ropeswing Hospitality Group currently features seven restaurant, bar, and event concepts,
each immaculately given their own professional branding identity and design as well as interior
decor. For instance, The Preacher’s Son is a fine dining restaurant in a renovated church space
with completely different furnishings and identity than its basement, called the Undercroft,
which is a dark, luscious speakeasy. Each floor includes their own pens, matches, color schemes,
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and brand logo. These two floors are completely different than the rooftop bar with light wooden
furniture and frozen drink menu (Figs. 20-22). Each concept includes a myriad of design firms to
create a uniquely crafted image. The Preacher’s Son, for instance, was designed by Shears,
Adkins, Rockmore Architects in 2016 with branding and identity consultant FODA Design to
transform a 1904 gothic-revival church into a “multi-level dining experience.” 109 The name
celebrates its history as an old church and the Waltons commissioned artist George Dombek to
create customized stained-glass panels for the windows. Another Ropeswing restaurant, The
Holler: A Local Hangout, takes its name from local slang for the ravines in the area, but
incorporates a vintage outdoor sports concept in the interior design with an upscale cafeteria feel,
human-sized shuffleboard, and coffee bar. 110 While the name implies the that space is rooted in
the Ozarks, it uses local fake authenticity to sell to transplants and tourists a hip hangout. Both of
these restaurants employ outside design and branding teams to hint at place through surface-level
concepts.
The Holler was located in 8th Street Market, “a community-focused food hub” that is “a
key component of the ever-expanding downtown Bentonville experience” and houses several
Walton funded or run businesses. This anchors the SE Downtown Plan’s “Market District” and
includes breweries, chocolatiers, taquerias, and other options all butted against the trail and near
the new Walmart headquarters (Fig. 23). 111 The Bentonville burgeoning food scene—branded
together as “High South”—became defined as an elevated New American style that claims to use
the history of place for high-end menus. Walton-affiliated restaurants, nominated frequently for
James Beard awards, attempt to undertake with the culinary scene what is also being in
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accomplished in the arts through place-based branding. The options are endless, but, also, in
many ways, the same.
Bentonville residents who work or volunteer in the creative sector often feel like these
spaces are over-designed—too clean and purposefully structured to have local identity. Jessi
Mueller, an architect and exhibition designer who moved from St. Louis to work for CBMAA in
2015, says, “the things you can do in this town has grown at an exponential rate, which is great.
But there's also just been the whole knowing that the things the Waltons are behind succeed
where others tend to struggle.” 112 She said once she stumbled into a new bar that wasn’t a
Ropeswing concept and had five different types of wood competing with each other, but that this
place was instantly packed despite the ramshackle look because,
People are starving for that sort of social space and interaction. It isn’t about the cocktail
or the architecture of these other spaces that are all so well-designed because they hired
professional architects and interior designers to design these spaces and there's a certain
standard. But without all that, it just has a relaxed character people want.
She continues that although she is a patron of Walton spaces, the over-curated vibe seems
somewhat contrived because “here, you might get gluten free food at The Preacher’s Son and a
burger at the Pressroom, but in a way it's still like the same experience.” A beautiful business
with a locally-derived name cannot hide similarities of over-curation by the same group of
people to create atmosphere.
Likewise, an involved Bentonville resident who has worked for the city and Walton
entities comments that programming in Bentonville seems “over-curated by those with more
capital” and “done to the community instead of with them.” 113 She continues that this
discrepancy in appearance and actual environment is because, “the downtown entities wanted to
cultivate a scene quickly, so instead of letting it organically happen, they wanted to set the vibe
112
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and the standard all at once.” She does admit that before this investment, the town wasn’t
attractive to young creatives, so sees potential in its future. Slowing down massive change to
receive real community input is most important for her, which means “getting more people to the
decision-making table by giving them opportunities instead of always outsourcing.” Locals, then,
know that these placemaking initiatives that connect to the region really are attempting to be
someplace else for someone else other than who is there already. 114
Some artists see these contrived designs as pointing to a more pernicious truth of the
hollowness underneath this corporate model, harkening back to Lefebvre’s critique of the
urban’s colonization of space. To musician Nick Shoulders, this form of placemaking is foreign
from the local he knows and understands; “[The Waltons are] so detached by privilege that we're
all just kind of forced to suffer through their delusion. We all just have to walk through their
dream of what a town in a metropolitan area is supposed to be, and we're just hostage to it.” 115
Artist and organizer Danny Baskin believes that ultimately this placemaking philanthropy, is “to
create an elite haven in the center of the country….This is a great space to build this kind of little
paradise for their money and for them to live like royalty unchallenged.” 116 Arts organizer Lee
Byers describes Bentonville’s built environment as,
Disney World for Walmart, a Wal-Mart simulacrum of what an American downtown is
‘supposed’ to look like. It appears fun at the outset—lots of local food and coffee and
shops, but the closer you look, the more curated and hegemonic it feels….Mom and Pop
shops have only survived if some very wealthy benefactors have deemed them nice enough
for their Main Street USA vibe….I don’t think I’ve seen something that hasn’t been
touched or approved by the Waltons in Downtown Bentonville. 117
Those from Bentonville had a more complicated opinion on Walton businesses as opposed to
Fayetteville-based artists who directly see corporate placemaking as fake and dangerous. This
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difference in opinion also speaks to the Fayetteville tradition of the grassroots as opposed to
Bentonville as a corporate town for decades.
Through the Waltons’ personal interests in food, drinks, trails, design, and art, lifestyle
branding is the umbrella under which all the arts must fit in order to appeal to the corporate, cool,
young professional. Farmer in her critical article calls this “placemaking as accumulation
strategy” in order “to lure skilled workers to Bentonville” and receive a $3 billion tax write off
from federal taxes yearly. 118 Thus Downtown Bentonville is engineered with a veneer of local
flavor for visitors to appreciate how the Waltons are respecting the tradition of the place while
building philanthropically on this culture. Instead a more accurate representation might be that
they bring in outside specialists to appropriate a semblance of Ozark culture to sell to those
outside of the state.

Mo for Millennials
The new contemporary art space the Momentary (the Mo) brings together lifestyle
branding around contemporary art. The Mo bases its concept on Mass MOCA and MOMA PS:1
as Crystal Bridges’ arts satellite in the SE Downtown Market District planned in 2014. Opening
in February 2020 in a 61,000 sq. ft. defunct Kraft cheese plant designed for adaptive reuse by
Wheeler Kearns architects, the endeavor is also almost solely funded through Walton
organizations with Olivia Walton as chair of the board. Once again, the impetus is not on the
local with this initiative either, but on the new and fleeting brought from outside through a
structure that unites creativity with the promise of economic arts development.
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Instead of contemporary art for the community, this project appears to be primarily for
the Waltons to obtain more cultural capital with the next generations’ corporate leaders. About
the project, Olivia stated, “this new contemporary art space came together through an ambitious
vision of cultural expansion and economic opportunity for Northwest Arkansas, and of course,
inspiration from…witnessing how Crystal Bridges became an arts destination, bringing tourism
and new audiences, new ideas and new perspectives to Bentonville.” 119 Again, with CBMAA as
the model, this seemingly progressive space just repackages the Walton art experience for a
slightly different target audience, tied to the profit potential of the region. The Momentary
website explains that this art space should help retain more millennials in corporate jobs to
support the new Walmart home office and companies attracted to the region. The webpage
describes millennials as “experiential consumers…[that] take a very broad view of arts and
culture, a view that includes music venues, great food, outdoor experiences, and unique places to
hang out.” 120 So in this way “The Mo” is an immaculately-designed magnet for millennials to the
region, marking a “sense of place” and “downtown rejuvenation” just like any of the other
leisure amenities the Waltons provide in Downtown Bentonville.
The space’s facade lures visitors from a distance with artwork integrated into the design,
attempting to tie it to place. A signature component, the rose-gold tower leading to the exclusive
Tower Bar is designed to nod to 1960s airport lounges (Fig. 24). A site-specific neon sculpture
by artist Tavares Strachan declares “You Belong Here” 78 feet across the east side of the
building (Fig. 25). This huge sign connects the contemporary space of the Momentary back to
Crystal Bridges’ insistence on “welcoming all” within their mission and further back into the
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image of Walmart as a family company exhibiting hometown servant leadership. An arrow
pattern titled Sway on the building was designed by Oklahoma-based artist and member of the
Osage Nation, Addie Roanhorse, thus advertising a more recent priority of inclusivity layered
into its structure. 121 The name “The Momentary” focuses on experiential art or “the moment” of
the event, placing importance on the fleeting quality of art over its lasting counterpart in the
collections at CBMAA. In tandem with its neighbor 8th Street Market—a former Tyson food
plant turned food hub—this former Kraft plant points to the corporate labor history of the region
and the changing economy towards arts entertainment as an almost wholly Walton-controlled
initiative. Yet, by declaring “You Belong Here” as their motto emblazoned across their building
and promotional material, they invite additional scrutiny on who that “you” might really be as
these spaces gentrify.
State of the Art 2020, a sequel to the first internally-organized large contemporary art
show put on in Bentonville in 2014, opened at the Mo and Crystal Bridges featuring 61 artists
(Fig. 26). Its vision was perceived by reviewers as much more tightly curated than its
predecessor, showing that CBMAA had learned from its previous attempt. SOTA’s themes
include “world-building,” “sense of place,” “mapping,” and “temporality,” which could also
apply very conveniently apply to the Waltons’ interest in placemaking and arts and culture in
NWA; at least three of these terms imply direct spatial engagements within the artwork. Yet, for
themes’ connection to the region, again only two Arkansas-affiliated artists were chosen in the
show. Additionally, the themes themselves do not immediately convey any charged ideas or
statements, even at a moment when contemporary art seems very engaged with addressing
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political, cultural, social, and economic issues. Instead, the blurb about the show states blandly
that “the artists selected are engaging with a range of issues pertinent to contemporary life in the
United States.” 122 Often, while Walton arts projects have taken on what could be deemed as
“controversial” themes around race, migration, and identity, issues are viewed through the lens
of the museum as a neutral space to discuss topics through art. Artworks chosen have remained
distanced from capitalist critique that could directly tie back to the Waltons’ endeavors, yet, as
noted in this thesis, words like “sense of place” are indeed charged with economic, cultural, and
political implications tied to the Family.
The favorable Hyperallergic review for State of the Art does note that several pieces on
view are political in nature, dealing with immigrant communities and migration, Black history
and inequality, and colonizing rhetoric “in ways that are visually and formally alluring and,
frankly, often pleasing.” 123 The review concludes simply that “the takeaway in Bentonville was
obvious: Art matters here," implying that the curators knew what they were doing in their
selection. 124 The article does not mention anything about the site where these works are
displayed, though, as if this is neutral space. Yet, the fact that Arkansas again is not highlighted
through Walton arts display signals that Arkansas artists were of no great interest to the curators.
Art matters, but not necessarily Arkansas art. Without mentioning location, the art critic
separates the content of contemporary art from the context of place and ownership. Some
scholars, on the other hand, argue that corporate ownership and display can decrease the impact
of socially-engaged art. In Privatising Culture, Wu mentions an instance when a piece critiquing
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corporations was bought and displayed by a corporation, stating that this purchase “minimized
the critique that the artist was attempting to make in his works…and radically redefined the very
meaning of the piece” because the work now stands in for the “so-called liberal and
‘enlightened’ face of business.” 125 Through the purchasing process, “art becomes thereby the
unwitting accomplice of a new cultural hegemony.” 126 Buying power, then, is in itself a sign of
harm done through corporations to artists and audiences who no longer retain access or ability to
form their own interpretations.
Due to the opening of the Mo, the downtown trail systems, and a variety of convenient
dining experiences, developers pounced on residential housing near the Market District to create
a 13-million-dollar neighborhood of townhomes, retail, restaurants and other amenities. 127 The
goal according to Lamplighter Properties, which name their developments after jazz legends, is
to “jazz up the Bentonville neighborhood… anchoring the live, work, play neighborhood.” 128 For
instance, the townhome project the Marsalis features apartment sizes ranging from 2,200 to
2,500 square feet and prices from the high $500,000s to mid-$600,000s (Fig. 27). Next door, San
Diego-based Picture Red developed Tourmaline Urban Lofts with 15 semi-attached townhouses
at 2,000 sq. ft. in what one Real Estate developer calls the creation of a “second square” for the
city (Fig. 28). 129 One of these townhomes rent for $4000 a month, described as a “NEWLY
BUILT urban loft [as] the top pick for art enthusiasts, mountain bikers, or travelers looking to
dive into all things in the heart-of-Bentonville.” 130 This description directly relates Walton
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investments to the exorbitant rental price, marketed on its newness as well as for “travelers” not
living there often. According to one real-estate developer and banker, “what’s going on [in
Bentonville], I just don’t think there’s anything like it in the country.” 131 The Walton Family
Foundation have also joined the action here as well, gifting $120,000 to Community
Development Corp. to create designs for affordable cottages in Downtown Bentonville from
500-900 square ft. with developers encouraged to build these designs. 132 Again, Walton charity
steps in to fix the problem of gentrification created by other forms of Walton charity under arts
and placemaking initiatives. The purposeful difference in the upscale concept and the smaller
cottages show that Walton influence further employs contemporary design to stratify the classes.
Those that are experiencing the effects of rising rents in new developments in real time
are worried for the make-up of the downtown as well as the preservation of any history. Being
able to live in the city where one is employed is important for the quality of life for some
employees, according to Associate Curator, Contemporary Art at CBMAA Allison Glenn, who
recently moved from an apartment in the Market District. She states that she loved living in a
location where her personal and work lives overlapped so seamlessly between the museum,
coffeeshops, and the bike trails, but
“I can't afford to buy a home in the neighborhood I live in, in the community that I serve.
We are workers in a city where rising property costs make buying in Bentonville mainly
accessible for the corporate folks here. It seems that artists, and creative people, almost
never got a chance to own property before property costs started to skyrocket. Development
is making space for lower income residents—a category I do not fall into—alongside
higher income earners” 133
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In this way, the Waltons are helping to transform Bentonville into an arts destination that makes
room for high income earners and some artists, but options for middle class creatives or art
organizers tolive comfortably nearby are decreasing. Crystal Bridges employee Emily Rodriguez
also sees projects like these as gentrification that erases history, explaining,
Areas where rent was once very affordable have been replaced by chic, modern and
expensive loft style apartments, which are not affordable to the majority of residents in the
area. Many organizations, businesses, and churches that once occupied downtown areas
have been forced to relocate to make way for the new construction. Working class families
and transplants are forced to move further away from town centers. 134
Not only are people moving, but the original history and urban fabric of the community are being
lost and treated as unimportant in favor of Walton design and planning projects.
Weighing these comments with the appearance of the development blocks near the
Momentary in late 2020, the new spaces seem to occupy a freeze-frame between two time
periods. In some instances, one older small house stands out next to a row of expensive
townhomes like a holdover from an inevitable extinction. Buildings and alleys that remain rough
around the edges seem like they are already ghosts, soon to be demolished or repurposed into the
next hip concept. As the Waltons create a lifestyle destination for the young tourist or STEAMskilled transplant (science, technology, engineering, art, and math experts), spaces that working
artists could afford on their own without Walton grants or assistance are no longer within their
reach. By 2021, Walton projects have extended and connected Downtown Bentonville as one
large arts and lifestyle complex between CBMAA, the Square, and the Cultural and Market
Districts Southeast of the Square. 135 Stace Treat, Head of Interpretation at Crystal Bridges
Museum of American Art, sees this built environment as a global issue concentrated in NWA:
The elephant in the room is the Walmart brand of capitalism. They're modeling an idea of
philanthropy through arts and culture, and then want to be leading the charge of antiracist
practices, but you're caught in a fundamental conundrum here because your business
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practices are fundamentally inequitable, and you've become far richer [during the
pandemic] than other people. To progress anywhere, they have to reckon with the fact that
we have to have a different structure. 136
While the Waltons’ model of melding Walmart top-down corporate hierarchy with
creative placemaking started formally with the spectacle of Crystal Bridges, the museum
anchored media attention to their Bentonville projects as the Family continued further building
within the centralized home region. Each leisure concept is devised expertly for a type of
audience, with the Momentary as the hip counterpart to the stately museum, meant to draw in
young corporate transplants. Their brand of local arts integrally ties in economic success as
reliant on potential residents. Because of this model, often differences in options are only surface
level, devised as concepts that offer a guise of freedom underlying the sameness of branding and
marketing, company structure, and funding. 137 While media critiques at times got close to
understanding Walton endeavors, they often underestimated the local culture and did not
adequately tie the art to the charged context of place, missing the mark while spurring more
Walton arts development. From rebuilding this downtown in a creative image and receiving
national recognition, the Family now has moved more aggressively into the regions of other
downtowns in NWA, transforming the Bentonville model to fit various cultural styles.
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Chapter 3
The Downtown Waltonification of Grassroots Fayetteville
Starting off from the City of Fayetteville’s adoption of their arts plan in the late 2000s, this
chapter follows two paths of arts development to highlight the alterations underway to the
cultural landscape. The history of and ideology behind grassroots and independent art spaces in
Fayetteville are vital to understanding the impact of later transformations to a more officialized
landscape. The biggest change to this scene is not that individual groups, spaces, and businesses
cease to exist—art spaces were consistently unstable—but that there are less and less avenues for
small projects to take over where others left off. This lack of new space threatens an arts scene
known for creating experimental and interdisciplinary experiences in music, art, performance,
and social events. As long-time music booker Roger Barrett says, “what started out as labors of
love have a hard time transitioning into labors that can afford permanent spaces, so the new
temporary homes for art that I enjoy are becoming more homogeneous, and less authentic.” 138
The most blatant culprit of Downtown Fayetteville gentrification is the Cultural Arts
Corridor, a landscaping project partially funded through the Walton Family Foundation Design
Excellence Grant that spans from the nightlife area near the University of Arkansas (UA) campus
into South Fayetteville, a historically Black and working-class region of town. Borrowing from
Lefebvre, these Walton-led entities are colonizing Fayetteville urban space “in the street through
the image, through publicity, through the spectacle of objects— a ‘system of objects’ that has
become symbol and spectacle.” 139 This symbol and spectacle takes the form of a beautifullydesigned planning project initially advertised as an avenue of increased support for the local arts
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when in reality it threatens the heart of independent arts spaces within Northwest Arkansas
(NWA). Seeing this installment being built and closing off community assets, local artists and
creatives who live in Fayetteville are deeply concerned they are being displaced by something
whose very name promotes the arts, but in fact is remade in the Walton image, packaged as a
specifically Fayetteville model (Map 4).

PART 1: Fayetteville’s Grassroots Tradition, a Background and Critique
Fayetteville has long been home to both independent art galleries and Do-it-Yourself
(DIY) spaces, experiencing rising and ebbing tides together within the local arts ecosystem.
Instead of conflating economy and art in a constant and direct relationship with placemaking,
creative Fayettevillians operating in grassroots spaces seem to be more concerned with fostering
community through arts collaboration. This local atmosphere cultivated artists by offering
mutual support in a small number of overlapping venues, each with their own unique purpose.
While these independent establishments struggled with instilling meaningful inclusion and
diversity practices within the arts, as well as being able to sustain themselves as businesses, they
did offer an array of models and styles that made room for emerging artists, experimentation, and
overlapping genres of art. The continued creative environment reinforced Fayetteville’s version
of local arts as specifically small scale, collaborative, and open to those without funds or
professional degrees. While endeavors would often be short lived, new spaces and venues would
inevitably pop-up to fill the gap, until recently, when this form of creative space appears in
jeopardy due to encroachment from corporately-funded organizations.
Free First Thursdays on the Fayetteville Square, one of the initiatives enacted by the city
in 2009 and the first event of its kind in NWA, helped to support art spaces around the
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downtown throughout the 2010s. Restaurants and bars would fill to capacity around the square,
and artists would gallery hop between the handful of openings in spaces all walkable to each
other. Anchoring this event, The Fayetteville Underground artist cooperative and gallery filled
out the large basement of an old bank building with a maze of open studios starting around 2010.
This space felt like a coalescing of artists creating a thriving active community at a time when
many art shows were often only pop-ups. Here, artists drank, snacked, and talked together about
their art with four main rotating galleries in the middle of the space (Fig. 29). Social interaction
fostered a creative, local community anchored to the square that varied in age, gender, and
artistic style. Only a few years later, though, the Underground was suddenly in jeopardy when
the collective lost their space and had to separate from its board. The organization found a new
place on the corner of the square across the street that was much diminished in atmosphere and
size, but still included affordable artists’ studios and several main gallery spaces (Fig. 30).
The cooperative model, originating from older DIY and progressive movements out of
the 1960s and 70s, would continue to prove unsustainable for creatives in town, although it did
form meaningful community. 140 After losing its lease in 2011 and moving, the Underground was
continually in need of operations funding, yet full of creative ideas and possibilities and unable
to grow. 141 After finally receiving nonprofit status, the organization had to restructure again to
fulfill the nonprofit status rules and regulations. The growing pains of increased professionalism
and fear that the collective would spiral out of artists’ hands once again lead to gatekeeping
within the artist community and a reputation of the space as controlled by older white male
artists who did not welcome experimental art from outsiders. In the mid-2010s, the gallery
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opened up to additional programming such as comedy, music, and performance to expand the
audience into more of a community center. Grants were received starting around 2014 for
innovative programming that curated the full gallery around themes and partnerships in an
attempt to garner further support.
sUgAR Gallery, an exhibition and studio space for the UA School of Art, took up
residence in the Underground’s original home in the basement after the collective left (Fig. 31).
This space was renewed as another working artist community on the Square, geared to younger
artists. The student directors of the gallery sought partnerships outside the space and worked
with the Underground, which became a place where some newly-graduated artists could become
members to continue show work on the Square. These collaborations were reinforced by other
First Thursday exhibitions at local bars and restaurants such as the coffeeshop Arsaga’s at the
Depot where several artists worked. In this way, artists and young organizers could collaborate
together for exhibitions between these independent spaces.
Starting in 2016, these networks began to show additional fractures as the Underground
experienced a mass walkout of its artists over censorship from the Board of Directors when a
photograph of a nude male was shown by one of the artists. 142 This long-coming divide was a
dramatic death knell to the organization in this second iteration. The curator of the space, who
put up signage warning of the show’s adult content at the entrance, was immediately fired for
allowing the photos to be hung and twenty-four artists removed all their work overnight when
they discovered the work of their fellow member artist had been removed without any
notification. 143 This act led to the split of the local arts community between the Fayetteville
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Underground, which rebranded to Art Ventures a year later, and Fenix Fayetteville, which
consisted of the curator and artists who left, setting up residence across the square the next year.
Art Ventures was surprisingly able to gain a crop of new, unsuspecting artists within a few
weeks of closing to fill their bare walls and reopen. They then abandoned the cooperative model
for gallery sponsorship and sales and included a clause where artists were unable to sell work
elsewhere in the county. While this fissure added another art space on the square in Fenix, it also
divided the artist community into loyalties. Art Ventures advertised its promotion of diverse
artists as unique from what had become viewed as an older, white space, but through a traditional
gallery model. Fenix fostered more experimental programming in their space and retained a
cooperative model that tried not to be beholden to art sales only (Fig. 32). 144 Fenix artists
remodeled the new space across the Square themselves and started trying to recreate a
community the Underground first fostered. At the same time, a new performance space opened
just off the square, Stage 18, which was meant to be a premier intimate arts venue and featured
monthly exhibitions and First Thursday openings. 145
Almost none of these endeavors have remained by the end of 2020, only a little over ten
years after the first Underground opened, with many spaces closing or relocating in just the past
few years. Stage 18 closed because, beyond a few events, its atmosphere could never retain a
regular crowd. Art Ventures lost its location on the Square and moved closer to UA residential
housing, off the main downtown path. Similarly, Fenix has also moved into a residential
neighborhood on top of the nearby Mount Sequoyah area where another new organization is
attempting to create an artist community. The student-run art galleries at sUgAR are also moving
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into the large Windgate School of Art complex being built in South Fayetteville. Another activist
experimental theatre group, Artist Laboratory Theatre, which had taken residence in a small
church in south Fayetteville and began working with marginalized communities and offering
entirely free programming, also imploded by 2019 due to grant financials and Board of Director
issues. The area around Arsaga’s at the Depot will drastically change to make room for a parking
deck as part of the Walton-funded Cultural Arts Corridor. Given all of these instances,
independent art spaces in Fayetteville have shown their models are not easily sustainable, even
with a collective of caring artists to volunteer. First Thursdays too seems to be eclipsed by
Downtown Bentonville’s iteration on First Fridays around their square—an event often fairly
devoid of art and more focused on musical events, food, and family activities. In Fayetteville,
though, the art shows that anchored the downtown activities and attracted artists specifically
have almost entirely dispersed, either closed completely or forced into spaces that divide the arts
community further.
These local scenes also grappled with problems beyond corporate encroachment and
structural defects. An artist that for this paper is called David points out gatekeeping in
independent galleries in NWA, stating artists have a hard time showing unless “there’s always a
price tag attached to [their art]. I've had gallery managers tell me that my work isn't sellable and
so they don't want to present it. There’s especially gatekeeping when it comes to Black art work
and the subjects that they talk about. A lot of white people aren't comfortable with those types of
subjects.” 146 David mentions that for a Black artist, gallerists will either not allow them to
exhibit their work how it is envisioned or over-exploit them for promotion, such as during Black
History Month. In regards to independent spaces, a few organizers create the culture and keep
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the space afloat. In this tight-knit environment working on even a tighter budget, slights can get
personal, experimentation can be stifled, actions become especially offensive and unprofessional
with no recourse, and deep fissures can develop into an already small community. Without
diverse staff, underpaid or volunteer organizers shy away from dealing with the necessary issues
of diversity and inclusion in their spaces. With independent art spaces so dispersed in
Fayetteville, the local arts community seems more divided and distant then decades before
because the scene is no longer defined around these shared local art openings centered around
the Square.

While Fayetteville DIY spaces follow a similar trajectory and face similar issues to
independent art galleries, they do run on a slightly different ethos and create a specific network
worth unpacking. Do-It-Yourself spaces often exist in the margins purposefully in order to blur
boundaries between public and private, performer and audience, and legal and illicit. These
spaces form subcultural creative hubs where events are centered around close-quarters art and
music experiences. Often, these sites become a home for outsiders, youths, and marginalized or
vulnerable populations. They are romanticized as a place to experience raw and authentic arts
performances and are envisioned as intrinsically accepting, radically inclusive and democratic,
politically active, and anti-capitalist. Money collected at events are often cash donations which
go straight to the band and organizers to the pay the rent. DIY spaces across America run loosely
under similar ethos everywhere, with Fayetteville being no exception. As physical structures,
DIY spaces have no specific look or traditional architectural value, yet they create hyperlocal
ways of defining the culture of a town. Like independent art galleries in Fayetteville, DIY spaces
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have greatly diminished as well. As they close or are demolished, others do not readily fill these
gaps, causing the few that are left to hold an ever-more vital status to the community.
Informal spaces often project an activist, anti-capitalist stance and attempt to become “safe
spaces” for marginalized and radicalized collectives “to enable the greater participation of all
who come there, and, by extension, to encourage the inclusion and participation of those who
experience exclusion elsewhere.” 147 A DIY space can become a home for outcasts and creatives,
who in turn form their own alternative culture, so the spaces morph, change, and grow through
informal socializing education. The spaces are often more accepting of people who may not be
able to get into or feel welcome in official spaces because of their age, financial constraints, race,
or identity, and they support acts without needing a guarantee of ticket or alcohol sales. Longtime DIY musician and organizer Neil Campau defines DIY as “taking direct action to live
independently from capitalist society,” and thus purposefully outside of mainstream culture. 148
By the mid-2000s in Fayetteville, several of these spaces specifically utilized areas off of the
square, forming loose collaborations with each other and an overlapping audience. While I only
touch on a few examples from the last ten years, the unofficial network of support,
experimentation, and collaboration defined much what it meant to be a local creative in
Fayetteville from the late twentieth century throughout the 2000s and 2010s. 149 Given the ideals
professed about DIY, when applied to Fayetteville, if activist pushback against corporate power
was to occur, perhaps the best alignment for mobilization would be in these creative networks.
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Bottle Rocket Gallery initially started in 2013 when artists Kat Wilson and Sarah Leflar
activated a charming wooden exhibition space on the Leflar’s historic Arkansas property located
in the woods up a hill behind a strip mall and busy highway. Three buildings including the
gallery, the Leflar’s old home, and a loft space were utilized for events. Wilson and Leflar
launched a successful Kickstarter to raise funds to pay artists from outside Arkansas to come
install works in the small gallery space and engage directly with the community. They partnered
with the University of Arkansas and other arts spaces to bring their visiting artists in for studio
visits and lectures, creating community exchange. The openings resembled unpretentious
gatherings around music, food, drinks, and conversation, but with challenging contemporary art
as its center with topics ranging from gender, to race, to nuclear war exhibited (Fig. 33).
This space lasted for a few years, and, in 2017, artists Danny Baskin and Lee Byers took
it over as FEAST Gallery and placed emphasis on their curatorial role and group meals. Their
mission was “to create diverse art experiences that connect and engage the community in order
to provide a broader understanding of multi-disciplinary, collaborative, emerging art.” 150 They
utilized arts experiences to create community connection instead of economic benefits. Events at
FEAST often combined discussion and participation with engaging art pieces. For instance,
Jordan Wayne Long and Tara Perry ran a dinner party experience for two days where everyone
was instructed to pretend to be someone else throughout the meal, recreating child-like play with
the participants (Fig. 34). At another event, Baskin’s MFA show featured his work in a salonstyle hang, and guests shared a Baroque-themed dinner in the middle of the gallery (Fig. 35).
Baskin and Byers eventually moved the space into their new home nearer to Downtown
Fayetteville. In this new space, sometimes a bowl of conversation prompts was placed near the
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entrance to encourage guests to talk about contemporary art in an informal atmosphere. Their
exhibition HOUSE examined “craft, texture, warmth, familial history, and art within a domestic
space” and included pieces from their permanent collection, heirlooms, plants, and found objects
labeled equally around their house, collapsing lived and displayed space (Figs. 36, 37). 151 Instead
of utilizing interior design to match a painting with a couch, for instance, these pieces showed
that an artful and creative life could be lived in daily. But FEAST programming was halted by
2020, as Byers said, because “it’s exhausting work in a lot of different ways. Though the shows
and community connections were fun, it just wasn’t sustainable,” echoing a common type of
burnout that comes with DIY volunteering. 152
Lala land was a music and art venue that had been operating at various capacities since
2010 and was torn down to create the Wingate Arts and Design District by the University School
of Art in 2019. Started by two art professors at the University, co-founder Sam King stated, “I’m
in the unique position of bulldozing myself” about the demolition of the space. 153 He built the
model based on an all-ages venue in his hometown of Fort Smith by simply clearing out a room
in his studio which he rented from longtime Fayetteville artists Hank and Jo-Ann Kaminsky
behind their studio and art business. Lala Land could host more experimental music than bars
with a small space and an intimate dynamic of about 20 people comfortably fitting inside. To
King, DIY spaces like this “put real weight back into the hands of the people that participate.” 154
Organizers also created art exhibitions with hangable walls and track lighting and hosted the
gallery series One Nite Standard every few weeks which paired select works from a few artists
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for an intimate group show where the works spoke to one another through different relationships
(Fig. 38). Mik Hoffman, who led the art program for the space stated, “the shows really just
helped like-minded people meet each other and socialize…but the current DIY scene is facing
rising pressure from a city whose rising rents often mean empty pockets.” 155 Adding to this
statement, reporter Sumner Coy who covered the last Lala Land show for the local NPR station,
mentions other galleries closing, giving rise to the question of “whether the arts community can
exist here without underwriting.” 156 The experience of the demolition of one of the few
affordable artists’ spaces caused many DIY organizers to come face-to-face with the very real
problems of the lack of space for art and music.
The Quonset Hut site is another important space in Fayetteville’s DIY history as a
concentration for practice spaces and art studios for artists and musicians for around twenty
years. It consists of two old buildings divided into about ten small rented rooms (Fig. 39). As
downtown Fayetteville gentrified into the 2010s, this little line of spaces has continued to be an
affordable spot to house a revolving neighborhood of artists and unique local businesses that
have included a used bike repair shop/cooperative/punk venue, a wine bar, a kombucha kitchen,
artists’ studios, an herbal shop, a local record company, and a folk instrument store. Because of
the position so close to the downtown development boom today, the Quonset Huts find
themselves in increasing jeopardy.
The Shed, located in the Quonset huts, opened in January 2013 when co-founder Donna
Smith Jones got the inspiration from her mentor’s house gallery in Memphis. 157 Like other
examples, low operations costs meant the artists could explore and experiment; “We liked the
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freedom and ability to do things in our own way and on our timeframe. It also gives us the option
to have artists show that might not be ready to sell work,” Smith Jones stated. 158 The focus here
was particularly on emerging artists or artists who might be experimenting and trying out new
work, and the space was the right size for a solo exhibition as a first step to show in more official
gallery spaces in town (Fig. 40). This little space closed a few years ago as the friends moved on,
realizing that something had to give. Smith Jones said, “When you're paying a student loan,
working, when you're making stuff at the same time, it's like, I can't do this. I've got to let
something go. Do I either default on my loan or do I pay for this space another month?” 159 Smith
Jones, now the Outreach Director for the UA School of Art, sees other women arts leaders who
also started arts festivals, events, and spaces in the 2010s as moving past what they could do with
DIY. In official positions, former DIY organizers are able to control budgets, widen their reach,
and make a living all because they started making inroads in DIY projects. But Smith Jones is
now concerned for DIY into the next generation because, when the Shed closed, nothing filled
this space. She worries that being young and running these venues might be even more
impossible post-Covid; “I don't think they're going to be at the cheap costs that we had. If [young
people are] also having to pay student loans, if they're also trying to pay rent that's gone up, if
they're also working entry-level jobs, how is this next generation of local artists going to manage
all of that?” DIY was already hard, but with the cost of living rising, a gentrifying downtown, the
job market precarious, and upward mobility stagnant, young creatives will not as easily be able
to make their mark on local culture in the same way.
This brief selection of micro-histories only provides a taste of the arts venues and networks
open through the 2010s which often aligned independent galleries with DIY and strengthened the
158
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local arts community in Fayetteville. Yet, given the recent lack of spaces, DIY practitioners must
be careful to not view their scenes as solely idealized moments of authentic collaboration and
creativity, as they are currently undergoing a much-needed reckoning of accountability. In order
to complicate Fayetteville’s DIY scene, the venue Backspace serves as an example of struggles
with various common issues within the unofficial creative community, such as gentrification,
lack of representation, gender inequities, and need for safe space procedures. 160 Part of the
Quonset Hut complex, Backspace, opened in 2014, and is long, thin, dark room clad in
corrugated aluminum siding. For seven years, barring the Covid-19 shut down, Backspace has
been continually repainted, muraled, cleaned, repaired, reorganized, and programmed by a
revolving collective of volunteers who have kept it alive as sometimes the only operating Do-ItYourself venue in Northwest Arkansas. In need of major repairs and remodeling even in 2014,
once the lease was signed, volunteers painted the walls, cleaned, held fundraisers for supplies
and rent, installed sound proofing panels, and artists began conceiving of murals for select areas.
Backspace hosts bands, but also art shows, performance and theatre, square dances, dance
parties, clothing swaps, craft shows, comedy, and meetings and fundraisers. Art shows were not
meant to be precious here, nor necessarily have a strict curatorial eye, but to be open for anyone
and foster connection. Several artists showing for the first time in the region got their start from
inserting a few pieces at Backspace alongside the work of MFA students or more seasoned
artists. Often the shows ran on a theme or installation concept that was timely, responsive,
participatory, or provoking such as the Grotesque Halloween showcases, nude art show, Fuck
2016 exhibition, or the Backrub for Backspace interactive installations (Figs. 41-43). MegaMart,
a play on Walmart, was a small craft show where local artists sold their wares for a $10 fee for
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table space. The space also opened its doors to host holiday dinners, hangout events, and film
showings for anyone who dropped by, creating other opportunities for comradery beyond
running music events.
While a variety of arts events diversified the audience, the rowdier late-night music show
was the default for programming. At these, organizers needed to take on an increased level of
responsibility as attendees would sometimes swing on the rafters, punch holes in the drywall,
kick in the doors, break glass, steal donations, and harass other guests. During these events,
gender discrepancies became more evident. Women involved were often planning many of the
less public-facing, but more tedious and necessary tasks, such as marketing and content copy,
building social collaborations, keeping up the events calendar, structuring the policies, and
guiding cleaning and renovations. The guys secured sound equipment, ran sound, booked bands,
did physical repairs, and generally ran events in real time. While young men were excited to
book bands, few of them would show up on cleaning or training days. As the main bookers, the
guys in loud, indie garage bands tended to book the sort of music they liked—other loud, indie
garage bands. Women organizers were mistaken as someone’s girlfriend, a merchandise seller,
or new in town instead of someone running the venue. On average, men were more successful at
running door because they would receive more donations and be listened to when instructing the
audience. The public organizing role, then, often put the men out front.
This is a common pattern throughout DIY spaces, as men are often viewed to be the sole
founder of spaces and in public positions. Women are assumed to attend passively, and if they do
help organize the space, they often volunteer behind the scenes in ways that can go unnoticed.
DIY scholar Naomi Griffin observed that women seem much less comfortable in actively
participating in shows than men, and overall, women were a minority of the audiences and rarely
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performed in bands. 161 During concerts, Griffin also noticed the gradual movement of women to
the edges of the room and eventually outside of the space all together, while men would move
closer inward where “passion is expressed with masculine displays of strength, power and
emotional restraint.” 162 In these ways, women are less central to the action, passive, and
physically separated. In interviews DIY scholars conducted throughout the nation, straight,
white, cis-men often saw themselves as allies of gender and sexuality struggles, but their actual
practices tended to maintain the status quo, while women also compromised in ways that
maintained the gender hierarchy even in a radical space. 163 Noticing this discrepancy, Sharp and
Threadgold state that:
White, straight, able-bodied cis-men dominate the landscape of…underground communities
where narratives of inequality coalesce to supposedly form community. Men have continued
to claim ownership of space through symbolic violence which privileges their advantaged
position within the heterosexual matrix and reduces women’s access not only to participate,
but to counter arguments of punk being welcoming for all. 164
This default patriarchy in DIY networks means that volunteers must actively spend time to
cultivate the diverse community they wish to see and follow the leadership of LGBTQAI+,
BIPOC, and women organizers in organizing and public-facing roles.
Another ongoing issue is the physical safety at the space. Backspace is in need of
constant repair and volunteers have had to make ramps, stairs, and doors. The space has one
small air-conditioning unit, no heat, and no running water directly attached to the room,
highlighting how DIY spaces are less-than-ideal to begin with because of organizers’ budget
constraints. The floor slopes and is partially made of particle board that sweeps away like saw
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dust. The rafters were improperly constructed using pieces of wood not meant to support or
connect a structure, so they are in danger of cracking. Additionally, Backspace’s alley is often
too dark at night with the bathroom located at the other end of the next building. Organizers have
held meetings to dream up replacing the floor or expanding the tiny porch, but as renters to a
place the landlord calls “ramshackle” and passerbys call a “hipster trailer park,” these repairs
would be sinking changes into a building that isn’t worth holding together. The landlord can
more easily sell the lot to a developer to knock the buildings down in this quickly-gentrifying
location. Yet, for the DIY community, this large, dirty, empty room is one of the only adequate
and affordable spaces left in downtown Fayetteville as of 2021.
The issue of inadequate space is a major problem nationally with the closing of many
DIY venues throughout the US. Often because sites are rented, landlords look the other way and
ignore needed renovations while venue organizers cannot afford to make major changes
themselves. This situation increases the need for DIY spaces to remain in the shadows because
they are in danger of easily being shut down due to code violations. The issue of improper art
spaces came instantly to the forefront when the Bay Area DIY venue Ghost Ship caught fire and
killed 36 people who were trapped inside in 2016. Many who weren’t familiar with DIY spaces
were baffled at why people felt at home there, often demonizing those that would choose to be in
such an unsafe building without bothering to question their definitions of safety. DIY writer
Anna Cafolla attempts to explain that these places are so important precisely because “these
underground cultural movements were borne on the backs of the most marginalized…
Authorities vehemently and violently tried to shut them down, and mainstream culture turned its
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back on the people welcomed warmly by DIY communities seeking refuge underground.” 165
Therefore, these unassuming spaces sometimes offer the most welcoming atmosphere to the
most marginalized and present art forms more relevant to everyday people than perhaps
traditional cost-prohibitive play houses or art galleries
One of the most important and newest issues Backspace is facing is that of accountability to
be a safe space for its community and an active practitioner of equitable practices. After the
space had been open for several years, criticism arose that Backspace formed a clique of white,
male musicians with the potential to create a haven for abusers. Because the venue started as a
space for a similar friend group, many of the original volunteers knew the audience, but as
attendance grew, organizers began to understand that those who run events must be approachable
and knowledgeable to handle difficult situations, de-escalate, and eject abusers. They also are
responsible for curating and programming a diverse selection of events for the space. After
meeting with a group of women to hear their concerns about Backspace safety, organizers called
a mandatory safe space training for all volunteers in Spring 2018. 166 This experience taught
organizers that they had to be proactive and accountable to create a true safe space for the DIY
community, the upkeep of which takes continual time and updated education to maintain local
artists’ and audiences’ trust.
The #metoo movement brought forward safe space issues with DIY throughout the nation,
showing the dire need for local communities to hold their venues accountable for enabling
harmful behavior. After 2016, several national DIY organizers were assessing their own spaces
and found that gender stereotypes were perpetuated, queer or BIPOC people often felt
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unwelcomed, and even sometimes the spaces were knowingly forming abusive and predatory
environments for young women. Griffin calls out gender differences as one of the most invasive
and problematic issues of the DIY music scene, stating “although racism, homophobia and
sexism are often denounced in the punk scene generally, it seemed that sexism, covert or more
apparent, often went unchallenged, again illustrating inconsistencies within the scene.” 167 These
spaces become ideal breeding grounds for predatory behavior against women because they are
often dimly lit and located in alleys, basements, or empty industrial spaces instead of busy town
centers. Additionally, venues often host young girls who have been drinking, and organizers
have no agreed upon rules of conduct, responsibility, or care in many of these male-dominated
spaces. Because men are often the performers or organizers, they are more well-known in the
community, creating a social power dynamic that protects predators and abusers and repels their
victims. How these complicated issues are dealt with often vary and put organizers in situations
of conflict resolution and reparative justice they are often not trained for. 168 The call for each
space to have a policy that is consistently revised, understood, and practiced becomes ever more
apparent. As Hill and Megson state, “A safer spaces policy which does not acknowledge the
differently raced, gendered, and classed experiences maintains the misinformed views of those
who are privileged enough to live without these kinds of fears.” 169
Jude Brothers is active in the DIY scene and has experienced many of these issues first hand
as a musician and DIY organizer who honed their skills after they left Fayetteville to attend art
school. Brothers has since returned to Fayetteville and helped organize with Backspace, but
mention that “as an outside person coming in, walking into Backspace, it is palpable that there's
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people that are important and cool.” 170 Often in DIY spaces, they mention, “white men are very
loud about liberation, but can act misogynistic.” To Brothers, DIY “stopped being about creating
something for everybody and it started being about building social capital for oneself.” Their
goal for the future of Backspace is to organize events that showcase creativity beyond the same
music shows and actively reach out to form a team of diverse organizers to help plan the next
stages for the venue. This goal involves to Brothers, foregrounding “collaborative teamwork and
a cooperative and interwove model to operate the place.”
The encompassing problem with the DIY model is that it often falls short on the big order of
what it claims to be—a radical, anti-capitalist, independent, emancipatory, all-inclusive, and
creative locus. Perhaps in Northwest Arkansas, these ideals were not ever solidly practiced,
leaving many of these spaces apolitical and unattached in a way that today appears increasingly
out of touch and naive. These spaces, though, take time and effort to undertake correctly. If
everyone is a volunteer who has to have other jobs, no one has substantial time to put into
creating policies, attending trainings, collecting financial resources, and building a mutual aid
and security network. Grassroots spaces are now at a turning point where they must activate an
inclusive, anti-capitalist vision at the same moment when they are in danger of losing their
spaces because corporate planning practices are aligned with city or institutional initiatives.

In the 2010s, the DIY and independent art venues often worked in tandem to provide thriving
and fluid local arts communities. DIY spaces could be more nimble and experimental because of
low operational costs, while rent and utilities for a prime location for a business or nonprofit
simply was not sustainable to upkeep on art sales. In both instances, buildings did not follow any
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architectural model and needed only a large room and a few volunteers in order to set up an art
show or performance. Proximity to other venues for increased walkability was often the
prioritized criteria. Each of these spaces also struggled with issues of diversity and inclusion,
open accountability, and trust, all which require more continued effort, time, and resources than
these spread-thin organizations were often capable of. While as of 2021, the Fayetteville art
scene seems fragmented, divided, and decimated due to lack of support, it has never suffered, in
my experience, from a lack of innovative ideas, collaboration, and openness to experiment. In
grassroots Fayetteville, this version of the local is an action one takes to become involved in an
environment that makes room for emerging artists and art organizers to try their hand at
exhibiting, performing, and programming—vital aspects of community cultivation that
professionalization of the local arts leaves behind.

PART 2: Bentonvillization Through Design Excellence
Although in 2010s Downtown Fayetteville experienced a flourishing of local arts spaces
that combined genres and styles, spanned generations of artists, and fostered experimentation, by
the end of the decade, many of these spaces were closed, demolished, or scattered to various
locations and unable to sustain themselves. Others wanting to start something new were now
unable to find affordable space or funding downtown to continue the DIY and independent
gallery tradition that had culminated in the early 2010s. Projects primarily funded by the Walton
Family Foundation’s (WFF) Northwest Arkansas Design Excellence Program are currently
filling this gap downtown, putting the previous local arts community in jeopardy as empty space
and heterogenous buildings are replaced with professionally-designed structures and landscapes.
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Before entering into specific projects brought about by this grant, my scope widens to
include a larger analysis of the Design Excellence program as an approved collection of projects
meant to elevate and unify the built environment in NWA. The grant matches a pool of national
designers to local projects toward a goal of populating NWA with high-end architectural spaces.
The website states, “the program seeks to preserve a sense of place by encouraging quality
design of public spaces, while complementing the rich architectural history of the region’s urban
fabric [through uniting] life, space, and buildings.” Further, this program will “provide a
platform for local arts and culture to flourish” and “spur economic development.” 171 These vague
goals seem like they serve purely as marketing language, to appear responsive to locals while the
grant itself gives more weight to national architectural press and awards. After a local entity is
asked by the Walton Family Foundation (WFF) to apply, “the Selection Committee will review
the project’s unique design needs and choose a core group of design professionals who may be a
good fit for the project… presented to the grantee for consideration and final approval.” 172 The
five-person selection committee includes nationally-known architecture professors, deans, and
practitioners in landscape, planning, and architecture, as well as the Home Region Program
Director for WFF and the Dean of the Fay Jones School of Architecture. 173 Currently, this group
is a who’s who of design educators, including John Hoal, Professor of Architecture and Urban
Design at Washington University; Elizabeth Meyer, Professor of Landscape Architecture at the
University of Virginia, and Amale Andraos, Dean of Columbia University’s Graduate School of
Architecture, Planning, and Preservation. No committee member is listed on the website as
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representing the interests of regional residents and culture. About 70 firms are currently selected
in the roster to choose from, including James Corner, MASS Design Group, SCAPE,
Architecture Research Office, Gensler, and Grafton, showing that the Walton Family intends to
craft its own regional outdoor gallery of top-tier buildings and landscapes. 174
While the grant advertises the incorporation of Arkansas identity and culture in their
designs, these only seem to imply surface-level symbols. The Five-Year impact study on the
grant released in October 2020 reiterates the goal to celebrate “local culture and place” by
incorporating “elements of ‘Arkansan identity’…to develop authentic yet world-class
designs.” 175 In the “authenticity” section of the report, this grant also advises on designing with
“subtle cues of ‘Arkansas identity.’” 176 Instead of really engaging with the local, the unification
of space through expensive design projects appears to be the grant’s substantive goal, alluding to
site-specificity and preservation as a marketable gimmick. An educational purpose includes the
need to apply “a common framework—a shared language of principals and goals of Design
Excellence—[to] empower grantees to elevate and evaluate the impact of their projects.” 177
Educating grantees about the Walton-approved vision of design means that those receiving the
grant readily will approve of the overall project appearance; thus, the Design Excellence criteria
reaffirms itself.
The discrepancy in WFF’s marketing language, primary goals, and resident reaction
becomes clearer in the findings of the impact report, which affirms that the Design Excellence
grant is “raising the bar for Northwest Arkansas design…there are signs that projects are both
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attracting people to—and keeping people in—the region.” 178 But, the report also found three
challenges to access: Design Excellence sites lack community involvement, resulting in high-end
designs that are unresponsive to users’ needs; they failed to attract users that are non-white,
lower income, or less educated; and they presented connectivity challenges in transportation. 179
Given the findings that the design is not attracting diverse clientele and favors high concept over
usability, the Walton Family Foundation’s focus on aesthetic enticements as a “wow factor” does
not benefit the audiences they claim to champion. Often architects are not familiar with their
spaces in projects like these, and scholar Kenton Card suggests designers should “become
involved in local knowledge construction, as leaders and followers, to help reimagine how
dialogue is constructed, micro-democracy functions, and to deconstruct disciplines.” 180 The
architectural design process must go beyond a required community outreach session and into
small-group feedback loops to foster heterogenous perspectives and form lasting connections in
the community.
Similar to early reviews of Crystal Bridges, journalists writing about the Design
Excellence grant almost crack the Walton veneer, but often at the expense of viewing local
culture as lacking or uninformed. Karrie Jacobs writing on the Excellence grant for Architect
Magazine in 2019 described the overly-built environment of the region as feeling
like I was deep in a symbiotic landscape, eating artisanal fare in a perfectly calibrated,
pleasantly walkable downtown that, in a stroke of irony, largely owes its existence to a
major producer of hideous, car-centric sprawl. Everything around me was willed into being
by either Walmart or its founding family. 181
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Given this feeling that everything is designed for peak likeability, Jacobs astutely states that
WFF may not be “preserving a sense of place as much as it’s inventing one,” but continues,
“after all, not every neighborhood in every town in the region has a rich character that merits
preservation.” Additionally, she describes the grant as providing “designers from the outside [to]
find value in what locals might take for granted.” 182 With these comments, Jacobs shows she
understands that this boom in design is unfairly created by one family, but still swerves into
excusing them by assuming there wasn’t any culture here to begin with, and beyond this, that
locals don’t understand the regional history of the built environment enough to take pride in it or
create with it in mind. This viewpoint gives the local audience little credit for their own places,
experiences, knowledge, and critical thinking skills.
The erasures of community input in regards to design connect to what Lefebvre viewed
as the over-emphasizing of technical skills and professional expertise in a shift from lived
experience into the abstract. Designers’ projections back onto lived experience within the built
environment is now a hollowed-out image. He states that planners and urbanists do not realize
the repressive nature of their designs, “hidden beneath technical arguments, justiﬁed by
professional skills, without the rebellion of lived experience, of the everyday.” 183 This abstracted
design display is an ally to gentrification and displacement in local spaces because
professionalized architects and planners only “confer with one another and rule on everything
that concerns a functionalized ‘habitat’ [when] habiting and the inhabitant play no role in their
decisions.” 184 Taking from Lefebvre, this gutting of local culture in media reviews only reaffirms
the need for aggressive actions taken by the Waltons and proves that community feedback
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shouldn’t be taken into account since respondents know nothing about the practice of design. In
this way, the Excellence grant continues to separate firms from local users and results in
beautiful but unrepresentative space.
In Fayetteville, the Design Excellence Program funded the designs for the Cultural Arts
Corridor, created by Charlottesville landscape architects Nelson, Byrd, Woltz. The project is
described as a “dynamic new 50-acre outdoor public space that will help to revitalize
Fayetteville’s downtown area and create a destination for residents and visitors alike…[and]
serve as a catalyst for additional development and density in the downtown area.” 185 The
building of this project was approved as part of a Bond package in an April 2019 special election
and includes five primary elements: The West Avenue Civic Space, West Avenue streetscapes,
The Fay Jones Woodland, The Razorback Greenway, and a new parking deck at the corner of
West and Dickson streets (Figs. 44-47). The project is being conducted in two phases with Phase
One already underway, which includes the Fay Jones Woods, streetscaping along West Street,
replacing the parking, and improving the Razorback Greenway through widening and creating
nodes of engagement. 186 This area passes right past the Quonset huts, home to the last affordable
art spaces downtown, including the DIY venue Backspace. In phase two, the large Walton Arts
Center parking lot becomes an open park area for community events and mixed-use buildings.
The project was approved before the finalization of how the space would be programmed
for the arts and no money was included in the bond project for this essential component. Several
citizens feel that the Bond issue was itself an evasive tactic to force a quick passing because
many of the details for enacting the plan could not hold up to scrutiny. Only 6,000 people voted
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out of the total Fayetteville population of 85,000 and the measure passed by just 53%. Theatre
artist Simone Cottrell instantly saw a lack of diversity in the Corridor early on from the
renderings displaying who was meant for these areas—all assumed as white and able-bodied
users. She told the designers, “you literally have a dog before you have different bodies
represented on these designs.” 187 Cottrell found out that only $4,000 of the 36.2-million-dollar
project was used on outreach, a sign to her that community input wasn’t important. When art
projects are hastily passed without any opportunity for real, meaningful feedback and discussion
of the details, the community does not trust these endeavors served to them.
Other well-known projects that similarly promote slow corridors for walking and events
in urban areas have fueled a rise in rents and displacement of communities around the areas
where they are implemented. For instance, the High Line in New York City and offshoot parks in
cities like Washington D.C. and Atlanta beautify spaces, but they often are used overwhelmingly
by white middle-or-upper class people for leisure, becoming a catalyst for gentrification and
increased surveillance. Planners and developers of these parks do not often work with
communities who live in the impacted zones to actively combat the effects these corridors can
have on displacement and inequity. 188 For instance, in Chicago, neighborhoods adjoining the
606, a 2.7-mile elevated rail-line-turned-park, have undergone a 50% surge in home prices since
construction began in 2013. 189 Like these projects, the Fayetteville corridor “in and of itself is
designed to move more people into it through walking, running, or biking. By increasing the
number of people in the area, this provides an expanded customer base for current and future
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businesses.” 190 The City of Fayetteville’s response explicitly ties healthy leisure activity and the
privatized economics of creating more consumers together—and in fact, the project no longer
specifically emphasizes the arts as it did in the planning stages.
Jacobs, writing on the High Line’s connection with gentrification, states “to have any
chance of managing the issue of inequality, projects must confront it from the very
beginning.” 191 This can involve ensuring that affordable housing is built near the trail instead of
just expensive townhomes, and employing community activists, leaders, and nonprofits to
oversee the project and present research on the neighborhoods for qualitative measuring. Yet
none of these actions seem to be underway in the Fayetteville iteration, at least publicly. The
online City forum skirts any question about affordable housing in favor of economic benefits to
the City. The language around the corridor project mirrors Waltonized PR speak in that the City
will “be able to use this cultural hub as a selling point to promote Fayetteville as a great place to
live, work, and visit,” closely echoing the “live, work, play” motto of Bentonville. 192 Thus, the
use of the park for economic development seems to have completely overshadowed the goal of
sustaining the arts as a local community connector, which according to city planning documents
from over a decade ago, was a main desire for the original planned arts district. Now, the City
assumes no accountability in ensuring that the Corridor is tied to ethical planning and
development policies.
Actor and producer Laura Shatkus currently lives right across from the Fay Jones Woods
section of the Cultural Arts Corridor in a small house. Shatkus moved from Chicago in 2012 to
attend the UA. Here, she founded and led a female improv group as well as a theatre company
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performing staged readings, site specific work, and devised performances. With the pandemic
closing venues in 2020, a small corner lot of green space across from her house became the only
free space actors could safely rehearse a play they were putting on for charity (Fig. 48). Because
they had this space, they were able to produce an original piece of theatre as a collaboration of
majority women and BIPOC artists, and raise over $20,000 within a month and a half. This
piece, Hold Fast, was presented at no cost for households of people in need instead of for
wealthy, white theatre supporters. The experience was important and powerful for Shatkus, who
values deeply these undesigned spots for the freedom and creative potential they hold. In
anticipation of Corridor construction, the city “literally fenced off the [park] where the thing I
conceived of was born, where we rehearsed and spent all of our summer,” Shatkus said. 193 When
we spoke in December, it had been fenced off from any use for almost two months with no work
underway (Fig. 49). Seeing this Walton and City collaboration that coopts open space out of her
window every day, she states, “They're going to bulldoze me out of my house. I will be forced to
leave the community,” knowing this is a sign the whole neighborhood will become townhomes.
To her, these little unofficial parks located in some of the last affordable and walkable downtown
neighborhoods are vital for creativity because they are void of professionalized models. Fencing
off the multi-use green space signaled that the Corridor was another overly-designed initiative
meant to be exclusionary to the neighborhoods who used the space for so long.
At the Dickson Street side of the Corridor, the new building for TheatreSquared, also
created through Design Excellence funds, looks strikingly similar to other Walton-funded
designs. This boxy glass, wood, and concrete building is another early sign of the transformation
of Fayetteville’s landscape from an independent collection of quirky buildings and small houses
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to sleek, modern statements (Fig. 50). 194 Designed by New York-based Marvel Architects, the
theater received a 2020 American Architecture Award as one of the best new buildings designed
and constructed by American architects. Made of board-formed architectural concrete, the
“semblance” of Arkansas identity promoted by the Excellence grant lies in the outdoor back
patio constructed out of reclaimed brick from a 150-year-old structure that once stood near the
old Fayetteville Depot, as well as the soda-blasted Arkansas pine chosen to texture concrete. 195
From promotional material, the aspect that the company, designers, and WFF find the
most exciting in their 50,000-square-foot campus is the multi-level “commons” and café opened
throughout the day and encased in the front glass façade, which has been turned into an example
of the theatre’s openness to diverse audiences (Fig. 51). 196 The Excellence Report findings
showed that “southern hospitality softens a cutting-edge design” for locals to feel at home in the
public space. Interestingly, while TheatreSquared advertises connection to place in their design
for national marketing, the report assumes the local audience may not comprehend these subtle
allusions and instead will just see contemporary design. Connections to place within the design,
then, are not incorporated for residents as much as they are cues for professional approval and
marketing to outside audiences. Instead, the coffee bar space, described as “an unofficial living
room for the city,” is meant to welcome the local element into the “ethos that theatre ought to be
enjoyed by everyone.” 197 In reality, though, everyday people do not often walk through this
space or view it as an informal hangout, even though the fact that anyone could walk in is used
as a marker of the theatre’s diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) impact. The Commons itself
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does not connect to the theatre spaces or inspire education or engagement with plays. In fact, the
vision for this connective space, the grant study found, is not attracting new audiences;
TheatreSquared still caters to mostly well-to-do white individuals. 198 The Commons is used as a
guise for DEI impact, perhaps to augment the lack of diverse audiences’ support.
TheatreSquared’s tactics, building, and marketing align closely with Walton interests.
The building itself concretely signals the Waltonification model of business through
contemporary design. Originally a local company, the group seems so in-tune with the Walton
image and propped up by Walton sponsorship, that they have become remade as a Walton entity.
Producer and actor Laura Shatkus states that arts organizations controlled by the Waltons in this
way “can't think outside of ego. How can I serve my community? How can I use my money to
raise up others? They don't ask those questions because they just consider them another
world.” 199 Like Shatkus, other independent creatives see only a Walton-approved design and
model instead of anything extraordinary about TheatreSquared—a static entity that smacks of
Walton encroachment in zapping real uniqueness from the region. Many worry that this building
serves as an omen that more of these designs are infiltrating Fayetteville soon.
The theatre’s site is advertised to directly connect to the Razorback Greenway and the
downtown, as a “significant draw for tourism and economic development to the City.” 200 This
structure was planned, it seems, as a companion piece for the Corridor, since the Design
Excellence report called the new TheatreSquared building “an anchor space for the future
Cultural Arts Corridor in downtown Fayetteville.” 201 Because of TheatreSquared’s anchoring of
development, gentrification is already affecting the residents of Downtown Fayetteville before
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the park is built. In January 2021, a paid article in the Fayetteville Flyer reads “New Act One
Townhomes, inspired by the New Cultural Arts Corridor, now leasing in Fayetteville” (Fig.
52). 202 The article states that these townhomes offer a place to live amongst all the excitement of
the Corridor, with the name derived from TheatreSquared’s presence a block away. Like the
jazz lofts in Bentonville, the goal with this design was to “mix a New Orleans courtyard feel with
the surrounding arts and entertainment district, but also create functional urban space for
professionals who wanted to live close to where they worked.” Directly stating these are for
professionals who work nearby alludes to the Waltons’ desire to attract STEAM workers from
outside the region who will be able to choose whichever flavor of Northwest Arkansas they wish
while still maintaining the same contemporary look and leisure amenities. These townhomes
each have 2 bedrooms and 2.5 baths and rent for $2,250 a month for 1,240 sq. ft. space—out of
the price of most locals I know who live downtown. 203 Similar projects are popping up quickly
all around the future Corridor, blocks away from the Quonset huts, and are usually easy to sight
with their quick construction and footprint which utilize the entire lot without any outdoor space.
The Corridor ends to the South near the University of Arkansas School of Art campus,
currently under construction through a $120-million-dollar gift by the Walton Family Foundation
and a $40-million-dollar gift from the Windgate Foundation, also funded by Walmart profits. 204
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Received in 2017, these conjoining gifts bring about the school’s expansion into new centralized
campus with the Windgate Art and Design District added around the already-built Hill Avenue
Sculpture Complex. In the largest ever grant given to a US university to support or establish a
school of art, The Walton Family Charitable Support Foundation gift created the UA School of
Art, the only accredited collegiate school in the state. 205 At the time of the announcement, UA
chancellor Joseph E. Steinmetz announced the school’s new emphasis on American Art to
complement Crystal Bridges, stating, “the vision to create the School of Art could not have come
to fruition without the cooperative, close, and mutually beneficial relationship between the
world-class Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art and the university.” 206 In 2018, a PR
manager for CBMAA hinted at a “possibility” that the museum would have a physical presence
within the Windgate structure, thus planting a flag at its Southernmost NWA point and having a
bigger role in grantee operations of the school. 207 Therefore, with this tie to the University in
long-term investment, the Waltons can ensure a continued presence and decision-making power
into art education and Fayetteville art culture.
The building complex itself, currently under construction, brings art and design classrooms,
labs, studios, and a public gallery space into South Fayetteville, a working-class area of town
historically home to a Black community. The full complex broke ground in 2020 after
demolishing the are of the Lala Land DIY space, the Art Experience art therapy business, artists’
studios (including those of a city council woman and a UA arts professor), and the workshop of
local sculptor Hank Kaminsky, named 2018 Arkansas Living Treasure Recipient. While these
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arts spaces were demolished, designers of the UA campus advertise the new buildings’ use as a
community space. Like TheatreSquared, the building is envisioned as a “connective space” with
“a sense of transparency” in the front glass façade under a series of protruding box shapes (Figs.
53, 54). 208 Architect firms HGA in Minneapolis and Fort Smith-based MAHG Architecture state
that they worked closely with the School to ensure that the building would be “integrated into the
community as a hub for the arts” with no further details beyond adding a coffee bar. 209
Understanding the potential for the site, Executive Director of the School of Art Gerry Snyder
stated the Windgate project “will anchor the southern edge of that district” of the Cultural Arts
Corridor, adding to its position as the new connective reorientation for the city. 210
Almost no articles announcing the new campus mention the unofficial community arts hub
torn down by the UA, or forecast displacement for the historically Black and working-class
neighborhoods around the Southern end of the corridor. 211 Artist David, previously a UA art
student, wonders if white intellectuals “really care about the people in the community and the
impact that's happening, because with the Arts Corridor and also the expansion of the School of
Art, it's also hurting the art community with less communal space for artists who aren't in school
and can't afford to go to school.” 212 Through this quote, the designed community spaces along
the Corridor can be viewed as privatized and exclusionary, appealing to an elite audience more
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so than open or DIY space. Arts organizer Lee Byers connects the City’s continued lack of
support to a greater reliance on Walton money and planning, stating:
There is very little incentive for the city to pay for local arts initiatives. Instead, the Waltons,
however ‘indirectly,’ have created various funding sources for local artists to rely upon. With
rent and housing prices skyrocketing in Fayetteville, it is becoming harder and harder for artists
to create and sustain art spaces without the touch of the Waltons. This has been exacerbated in
recent years with the Cultural Arts Corridor, and I foresee the nature of South/Downtown
Fayetteville becoming more hegemonic as it is more reliant on Walton funding to pursue artdriven spaces and programming. 213
Local artists, then, see these large building projects as creating a problem they are also
advertising they are solving through using surface aspects like the transparent façade of their
space or adding another coffee bar or outdoor gathering area. Yet, these designed traits do not in
themselves retain a community that the very building of these spaces threaten to disperse. Seeing
hundreds of millions of Walton dollars infiltrate the town to create these campuses and corridors
without any real community buy in instead sends a message that local input is not important
when making these lasting changes into the built environment.

Throughout the diminishing local gallery and arts scene and construction of the designed
urban park space in the Cultural Arts Corridor, the greatest loss to Fayetteville’s culture seems to
be to the downtown connectivity of arts community itself. With the Corridor development
realigning around official events, designated spaces, and arts campuses, the local now resembles
more of what it does in Bentonville—a way to market design as place-based and communityoriented while displacing those creatives who live closest to these planned cultural amenities. 214
Fayetteville seems to have been a willing victim of the Waltons’ increasing state powers. The
perseverance of independent and DIY art spaces throughout their struggles proves that the
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grassroots culture has the potential to transform itself and continue to find new ways to be
innovative, dedicated, and supportive.
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Chapter 4
Planning Regional Localization into the 2020s
No longer about Bentonville alone, Walton oversight continues growing with many
pointed initiatives that spread out through various names, branding, press releases, and reports.
Of art groups able to stay open, almost all have Walton backing, and the Waltons now have a
much larger investment and development scope into almost every iteration of cultural pursuits in
NWA. With the fusing of the independent, city, university, and corporate through the Waltons,
overarching elements of their plan can be glimpsed more clearly in the 2020s than in the
previous decade. In the last few years, the Waltons have expanded their community
programming initiatives within cities by relying increasingly on quantifiable evidence and expert
advice to justify the interconnected future of Walton giving. What appears to be a growing
concern for the health of local arts communities, is more accurately a redefinition of the word
“local” to favor for corporately-loyal skilled transplants at the cost of displacement of other
residents. Through this process of unification under one hierarchical structure, seemingly
contradictory and long-held dichotomies of the local vs. corporate, Fayetteville vs. Bentonville,
and community-run vs. creative placemaking all now appear as similar options under one
corporate top-down structure. Through looking across WFF-funded strategic endeavors, a plan
emerges for alignment of all of NWA as an idealized, diverse company town with “local”
stripped of any meaning except “located in NWA, thanks to the Waltons.” Walton initiatives to
unify local arts on the ground and elite planning documents connecting NWA through
corporatized strategic planning present two scales of the localization process.
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Mimicking Grassroots
Walton arts development affirms its authenticity through coopting the word “local” for
branding purposes, separated from meaning, to promote a visual culture that is fun, consumable,
and never too political or heavy. This turn is a more insidious and embedded version of
placemaking disguised as “local,” a word many residents think they understand and support.
Instead of “local” meaning, in the grassroots sense, responsive to one’s community of residence,
Walton marketing language affiliates the local with arts experience options the Waltons are
publicly supporting. Walton-funded organizations that promote the local on an NWA level—
including Finding NWA, CACHE, and Oz Art—use small-scale localization tactics, such as
mimicking grassroots organizations and employing a language of extraction, to appeal to
potential transplants to varying degrees.
For most of the 2010s, Walton entities actively did not engage with the local arts
community, which fueled speculation that the corporation did not value or desire input from
artists in the region. Recently, though, several new organizations funded by the Walton Family
Foundation and the Northwest Arkansas Council specifically focus on varying aspects of local
art. Finding NWA is the NWA Council’s marketing website masquerading as a local arts
publication. The blurb on the arts tab on the website states, “the local arts experience unites our
diverse communities, providing a vibrant canvas for all to appreciate, ranging from small and
independent to world-class exhibitions and performances.” 215 The background of this statement
is Crystal Bridges, a museum that purposefully does not to show local art and separates
community programming from art performance and exhibition in its operation structure. As
Stace Treat, CBMAA employee from NWA, states, the museum wants “to be a national and
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international player in the art world, but they also want to be a very important institution
locally…They've leaned more heavily to the national reputation, so now they've started to learn
how the community actually feels about them.” 216 By placing the museum’s image around the
word “local,” promoters design a simple connection between the two for FindingNWA’s real
audience, which instead of locals, are transplants, tourists, or potential relocators using the site as
their first real foray into the arts of the region.
Through Finding NWA, the “You Love” conversation and ‘zine series focuses on all
aspects of Walton lifestyle branding, including “the Outdoors,” “Cuisine,” “Art,” “Travel,”
“Music,” and “Innovation.” Each “You Love” features a ‘zine designed in a brightly-colored
digital collage style. Even the usage of the word “zine”—a small run of publications often
mobilized within a DIY community to promote radical politics, anti-capitalist resources and
action, and experimental artwork—is coopted here, but devoid of content. For instance, in “You
Love Art: Part I,” every piece of content in the ‘zine advertises a Walton-founded or supported
institution, artwork, or employee, but, the description of the content appropriates the language of
the local, experimental, or equitable. 217 In the second “Art” ‘zine, the editorial titled “Notes from
the Underground” states proudly that NWA is not New York or LA or Paris, and asks “but what
if that’s what makes it underground?” implying that because NWA does not gain national
attention, the region is naturally subversive and edgy. 218 Content of the published ‘zine shows
the purpose of the work is not for those who already know the region to learn more or those who
read, make, or employ ‘zines in their actual usage. Instead, this Finding NWA ‘zine is indicative
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of the full site which introduces young corporate transplants to only Walton-sanctioned and
supported projects.
CACHE, or Creative Arkansas Community Hub and Exchange, is a NWA Council and
Walton Family Foundation (WFF) group that began in 2019 specifically to support local arts.
The entity arose out of the WFF’s 2015 WolfBrown study that recommended forming a regionwide cultural trust. As of the end of 2020, CACHE has received nearly $3.5 million through
support from the Walmart Foundation, Tyson Family Foundation, and the Walton Family
Foundation and leads ten initiatives related to the arts and culture sectors. The online description
of CACHE’s initiative is also described in capitalist terms, in that the organization “brings
cohesive vision and strategy to the region’s arts and culture activity to uplift the local artist and
nonprofit sector, build municipal leadership, and coordinate ongoing arts investments to achieve
full value.” 219 While this language does specifically involve the support of local artists, it speaks
to creating an arts destination through unifying the region in order to reap the value of local arts
investment. This is again framing local art as a commodity to exchange above the emphasis on
small-scale community creation.
CACHE also employs the local in its web design and promotional language of the crystal,
a resource found in Arkansas. In “our story,” Arkansas art is compared to a precious crystal in
that that state “has always been a treasure trove of hidden gems, glistening pockets of insight and
innovation. Our artists and creative industries form the equivalent of a beautiful network of
caverns and hideaways, valuable deposits, strong foundations of rock and stone, and winding
interconnected waterways.” The language attaches place directly to people as a wealth of littleknown resources. CACHE then describes their goal “to coordinate, connect, augment, export,
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and exchange these inspiring creative resources with the rest of the world.” 220 The language
again relates local arts to capitalist resource extraction, industrial production, and increased profit
as the arts are exported and exchanged with the world.
In September 2020, CACHE took over the management of the building that housed the
long-running Arts Center of the Ozarks (ACO) which held exhibitions, local theater, and
community events in Downtown Springdale for 50 years. A Tyson grant supported the ACO
transition and Grove Arts, an affiliate of the Tyson Family Charitable Foundation, bought the
building to rejuvenate the center. One insider explained that ACO leadership was under the
impression that CACHE would effectively be a landlord for the old building, but the ACO would
still be able to operate as a major arts programmer downtown. Instead, CACHE moved in, taking
up much of the space and role originally held by the ACO, but with much more resources since
the Walton-backed group can afford the operation and renovation costs of the old building and
trained staffing to successfully carry out planning events. This move was justified specifically
because CACHE had more resources for extensive DEI work, with Executive Director Alyson
Esposito stating, “this transition will allow us to expand equity, inclusion and expression across
all artistic disciplines and Northwest Arkansas communities.” 221 Walton organizations are
thereby using diversity and inclusion as a reason to take over local spaces, knowing that small
organizations might not have the resources to adequately address inequalities in the same way,
and therefore DEI becomes the unquestioned public reasoning for Walton takeover of local arts.
This action of Tyson buying the building for a Walton entity to program, along with
media reports making the ACO appear as if they had completely folded, create a convergence of
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top-down decisions hidden through aspects of the local. The ACO announcement of the change
in ownership references Walton influence without mentioning their name: “In the last ten years,
new performance centers, world-class museums, and many other specialized art organizations
have ushered in a grand time for cultural growth in Northwest Arkansas. It is time for Springdale
to take its place in that growth.” 222 This language insinuates that Walton encroachment into
Springdale is an inevitable sign of progress that makes any other independent arts organization
justifiably obsolete in light of their vast resources. The CACHE website reads that its new use is
“serving as a rejuvenated center for Springdale and the entire region. A reinvention of the space
will aid in the discovery and development of local creative talent and economies and attract
energy and investment from afar.” 223 Once again, an amorphous investment from afar is enticed
by Walton entities, this time disguised as a local arts organization with increased diversity,
equity, and inclusion initiatives and a downtown rejuvenation plan. While all of these changes
seem like worthy reasons for the Waltons to kindly shift charitable interests to downtown
Springdale, they are also used to quickly dispense of or choose to purposefully lift up small local
arts organizations who have no chance to obtain the same resources on their own.
Currently with a team of 15, CACHE has been successful at providing employment to
local artists who already have cultural capital in the region and have built up trust with others. 224
CACHE’s Arts Resource Desk Manager Simone Cottrell, wants to use her position to really
listen to community artists and expand the definition of local. Cottrell, who previously worked
for several regional arts and theatre nonprofits, says of the CACHE team that, “it's really
important that we don't try to define or have top-down folks define what arts and culture is
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here.” 225 For her, combining what local traditionally means in NWA must include an opening up
for a larger variety of voices because “you cannot not include brown and Black communities
who provide a lot of the culture that we are so wanting without giving them a space to do that.”
In creating an arts survey and a responsive online arts resource, Cottrell wants to cast a wider net
from the limited definition of what an artist does and what their culture looks like. The survey is
for “folks to define for themselves what arts and culture is and how we can make space for
everything and everyone who wants to define themselves that way.” She continues that
supporting local art means also advocating for increased education because:
There's a major disconnect between funding and what is considered local, and we don't
want to push away the significance of an artist that could come here to help us raise our
knowledge and our education. If we don’t accept someone based on where they are from,
that's pretty xenophobic. We are bringing folks…who are deeply interested and invested
in this area and who want to be peers with local artists and not see them as less than.
To Cottrell, bringing in someone through CACHE involves engagement beyond a lecture or
passive performance so that the visitor invests in local culture as well. The local, then, is an
educational exchange between places, funders, genres, and cultural backgrounds. In providing
more thoughtful engagement with what the local can mean and opening up support in various
avenues, CACHE employs active local artists who are known previously so they might engender
trust from their connections with other local artists.
Oz Art 226 was founded in 2017 by the Walton Family to make art part of everyday life
through the exhibition of Olivia Walton’s art collection throughout the region. Their website
language makes clear that they are designed to appeal to a young, hip audience, opening with the
simple statement “Local Art. Breathtaking Scenery. Cool Spaces,” yet this use of “local” is the
most blatant example of the Walton redefinition of the term. 227 Branded The Collection, most of
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the art is created by nationally-recognized artists, almost all of the spaces for display are
Ropeswing or Walton-funded locations, and the people curating are the Waltons or their staff,
many who don’t regularly live in the region. The site continues that because of The Collection,
“art becomes a daily part of our lives and gives us the ability to see beyond our own views. We
may seem like a small town, but we have a big appreciation for fine art. The Collection shares
that with all of us.” This statement underestimates and undermines the local audience while also
anticipating transplants as the desired site users who carry biases about the locals and their level
of arts appreciation. Oz Art’s language attempts to convince visitors that locals do indeed like art
as it puts the company in a charitable role of sharing this appreciation with all through public
display of the Waltons’ contemporary artworks.
Descriptions of the pieces are almost comically crafted for the hip corporate consumer
they desire, devoid of content. They become especially colloquial in places, such as “heck,
you’ll even find acrylic marker on cardboard,” and “you’ll find a giant Abe Lincoln wearing
shades or another hip-hopped version of our Founding Fathers next to mind-bending oil
canvases. You’ll want to see this stuff. Word.” 228 Instead of pointing to the meaning of these
works, they are used as surface-level unified branding and promotion of Walton businesses, the
Walton organization, and the Walton collection to further localize the billionaires. This cutting
off of local to mean Walton, here, shows the potential for the most harm to small-scale arts
communities. Several arts leaders and artists got their start in NWA showing at, curating, and
organizing shows in small local businesses or DIY spaces like the ones the Waltons are trying to
imitate in their concepts. Often the organizer role or artist is also a customer service worker
and/or student who is able to make connections and gain experiences. If all the businesses, art
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organizers, and art are owned by the same family, there are shrinking avenues of pursuing
creative endeavors outside of this top-down approach where all the people that work under the
Waltons for the arts are long-time professionals. Oz Art is really not local—except locals might
happen to see it, and the Waltons now mostly live in Bentonville. The art resides in spaces that
visitors and middle-to-upper-class people patronize, so the goal is to impress those not connected
to local art with art placed in Bentonville devoid of locality.
In these selected examples, the “local” is being redefined by coopting and mimicking the
look and tactics of small independent arts organizations or city governments. Walton entities
create ‘zines, employ community artists, provide mini-grants and artist directories, and hold
shows in restaurants and other “unexpected” places often used by locals because they were the
only spaces available to them. Under the guise of allowing for greater access and appealing to a
younger, hipper community, any aspects of these targeted experiences ultimately serve to chip
away at other “local” definitions and practices in favor of defining the local under the Walton
hierarchy. This top-down structure takes the focus away from community collaboration and into
investment in a sense of place to popularize the region and increase the NWA consumer base. If
something happens in NWA and is advertised as local, then it is local thanks to the Waltons.

Heartland, Forward
The Waltons’ clearest vision for unifying the local is discovered within large scale,
extensive planning documents coming from elite summits, forums, commissioned reports, and
development plans initiated by the Walton Family Foundation (WFF). These commission expert
advisers picked by the Waltons to present quantifiable data as justification for implementing the
full scope of creative placemaking tactics to bring in more skilled workers and consumers. In
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order to achieve the vision of their corporate art city, they are employing international
developers, corporate planners, investors, creatives, writers, economists, politicians, and
designers to guide their way forward. These strategic plans promote rebranding, remaking, and
repopulating the Northwest Arkansas region into a Walton-approved concept for greater
economic development and diversified consumer bases.
The Heartland Forward group is the Waltons’ “elite think and do tank” whose goal is to
retain and attract business to the middle of America. 229 “Heartland” is the Walton term for the
wider region of mid-America, perhaps itself a rebrand of what Bethany Moreton called “Walmart
Country.” This initiative came about, according to founder Olivia Walton, through reading a
news article about the lack of opportunity in rural zip codes being a major determining factor in
an individual’s chances of upward mobility. 230 The goal, then, is to bring in entrepreneurs who
can foster more opportunity, increasing the “desirability of the region.” Geographer Joel Kotkin
and writer Richard Florida are designated Heartland Fellows who worked on the NWA
Economic Recovery Strategy published in October 2020. Kotkin had previously advocated for
less public transit as more upper-middle-class (presumably white) families move into the suburbs
because “progressive politics” make violence and crime acceptable in the big cities. 231 Florida, in
his bestselling book Rise of the Creative Class, believes that high concentrations of technology
workers, artists, musicians, lesbians, and gay men are "high bohemians" bringing about further
economic development. 232 He encourages the fostering of the creative class which in turn attracts
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more creative people, as well as businesses and capital. Through this mindset, though, he seems
to be supporting arts gentrification as well as erasing the needs of other workers, dividing
creativity from other contexts when in fact many artists often work low-wage jobs. Together,
Kotkin, and Florida espouse a Walton-approved elite capitalist democracy—an American Dream
rooted in promoting innovative private interests as a catalyst for creativity.
In 2020, this team developed the “Seven Point Plan for Economic Recovery,” which
clarifies the tangle of Walton enterprise in one cyclical graphic, with the arts as a vital
component in drawing in talent during the pandemic (Fig. 55). 233 In their NWA Recovery
Strategy document that rolls out their plan, they describe NWA as “a humble region in the
Heartland with a ‘can do’ spirit…[that] has ‘held its own’ during COVID…[and] provides…rich
arts, culture and recreation that is bountiful.” 234 Defining the region as “humble” and “can do”
with the will to have “held its own” perpetuates the bootstrap method for a way to success
through hard work and determination, mirroring the Sam Walton vision of the mid-America
corporate work ethic. At the same time, this description hints at the caricature of the isolated
hillbilly who doesn’t realize what they’ve got and who needs education to appreciate the culture
of the outside world.
To the writers of the report, the major problem is that the rest of the world doesn’t know
how great the region is, so most of the document is one large rebranding strategy to entice others
to visit and move. One major point suggests the Waltons should
double down on its already significant investments in arts and culture, which are essential
for attracting and retaining talent and building the future economy. Also, the region should
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build platforms that support and enhance the opportunities for local and regionally sourced
culture. This should be spread across the region. 235
Attaching the word “sourced” to local culture commodifies this resource and lobbies for its
extraction, similar to CACHE’s wording on their website. The report also suggests that
advertising each cultural region as under the umbrella of NWA creates a variety of consumable
options to transplants; Some may live in Bentonville, but find the “unique cuisine in Springdale
that they might have enjoyed and loved when living in a big city.” Unification of Bentonville,
Rogers, Springdale, and Fayetteville can become a way to market a lifestyle move as regional.
The authors state that “a quick win” is investing in “creative placemaking tactics to bring
different communities together…[giving] diverse communities a sense of ownership over their
neighborhoods while developing a comprehensive connected regional story and experience.” 236
In these ways, the Heartland report suggests repackaging and reidentifying the regional scope for
a new story about NWA people and culture. It also suggests hosting events tailored to NWA
minorities specifically with short social media vignettes that seem more authentic than “another
top-down ‘initiative”—precisely what this disguised tactic is. 237 These recommendations focus
on surface promotion and a restructuring and smoothing over of regional divides to repackage all
cultural options under one hierarchy appropriated for attracting skilled transplants. This strategy
makes NWA appear more cosmopolitan and diverse without spending much effort on supporting
the actual residents and creatives in the region. Beyond this, it seems to actively deceive both
residents and potential visitors and use culture specifically for Walton economic gain.
The last step of the Heartland report suggests a complete rebranding of the Northwest
Arkansas name for the region, removing Arkansas altogether because it has negative
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connotations with outside audiences. 238 Rebranding spreads the word on placemaking efforts and
quality of life increases, which bring desired individuals to the region. The report states:
The region deserves a new brand. NWA was established to unify the communities around
a common, collaborative brand but doesn’t convey the region’s vibrancy today…
branding should emphasize conveying what qualities of the region are most appealing to
talent, entrepreneurs, and firms that might move here…to communicate its message and
success to national and global audiences. 239
The reasoning behind renaming a fourth of a state, though, never discusses the community
already here. Instead, their naming efforts are entirely based around appealing to those outside
the state. The consultants suggest the rebranding could focus on the distinct qualities of the
region, like “corporations, colleges, and culture…to develop a new brand that embraces all the
character and amenities that the region has to offer, brings clarity about the location of the
region, while distancing the region from Arkansas.” 240 The corporate is celebrated first here with
culture (arts and lifestyle) as third in marketing NWA’s desirability. In this line up of the three
c’s, the arts work with and for corporate interests. The report suggests testing with markets
outside of Arkansas for deciding on a name distanced from the state, yet using locals to market
this change by “captur[ing] interviews and testimonials from minority audiences for use in
media. Do rebranding campaigns for millennials on social media and have influencers spread the
word.” 241 In this strategy, minorities and locals are used as falsely-authentic decision-makers
solely for their cultural capital to inspire young, hip people to move to NWA. The nonchalance
of these suggestions speaks to the hubris of the Waltons and their experts, who assume the
simple power of naming the whole region can be a corporatized process out of the hands of
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locals because they don’t offer increased economic profit to the region. Once one is local then,
they are essentially undesirable.
After rebranding, the Heartland report suggests repopulation in the form of “a talent
moonshot initiative investing resources to attract the 100 best and brightest techies, scientists,
entrepreneurs and creatives to the region.” 242 The Waltons can use the pandemic to market NWA
as a leisure paradise for young, middle-class skilled workers who are able to work remotely. The
report reiterates that “the NWA area must work harder to build a greater critical mass of young
professionals, singles and those without family, and create a Campus NWA initiative.” Thus,
vetting and retention of the right kind of NWA resident as a workforce is under the Walton
purview.
Soon after this report was published, Finding NWA announced Heartland’s suggested
talent incentive project as a partnership between NWA Council and WFF to give away $10,000
and a free mountain bike or membership to Crystal Bridges, the Momentary, and TheatreSquared
for those from out of state to move to the region. 243 The call states that the Northwest Arkansas
Council is investing more than $1 million over six months to
attract top talent to the region [to bring] to light the lifestyle and career benefits offered by
the region. With one of the best costs of living, plentiful outdoor lifestyle perks, nationally
ranked arts, culture and cuisine scenes, and per capita income that’s 14% higher than the
national average, the Northwest Arkansas region offers a unique opportunity to create
balance for those eager to move from congested and expensive larger cities and suburbs. 244
Here again, the arts and culture scene is used as an advertisement to potential transplants where
the ideal candidate works from home in a STEAM field with enough money and time to invest in
the area’s seemingly underutilized amenities. Candidates must be 24 or older, employed full
time, currently living out of state, and a US citizen, and have to agree to live in Washington or
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Benton county for at least a year to receive the full stipend. While the applicant must be
employed when moving, the website also advertises more than 10,000 job openings in NWA and
a shortage of talent to fill STEAM jobs. The goal is “to attract talent who will help us build a
richer long-term talent pipeline that supports our thriving local economy…. We are looking for
people who can meaningfully contribute to and actively participate in our vibrant community.”
The incentive’s focus on an individual’s contribution to community feels more like a
transactionary guarantee that participants consume in the area, while the term “local” here almost
certainly means corporate jobs. Following up on this, the selection committee will assess “the
applicant’s skills in relation to our region’s needs, as well as to what they can add to our
community.” The committee, then, takes ownership in who is desirable to the region. 245 The
application itself is an untraditional one, asking seemingly informal questions about “your
personal motto” and “what books you’re into.” In this way, the Waltons are using the move to
NWA like an informal “cool” job interview to bring their people into their economy, excluding
residents. This interview isn’t just for a job, but an entire lifestyle fit with the region with the
Waltons as Executive Directors of all culture in NWA.
To locals, especially creatives who are trying to make a living in NWA, this incentive—
unveiled during the pandemic as residents are facing increased debt, unemployment, and housing
loss—was another slap in the face that solidified the Waltons’ plan to repopulate the region in
their image. Some residents spread petitions, social media statements, and email addresses of
leadership to express concerns about the inappropriateness of this move, but there has yet to be a
consolidated pushback. Beyond business, because of their outward support of the arts, this
incentive seems like a personal slight against local creatives. Actor and producer Laura Shatkus
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speaks of this offense, stating, “I did theater in Chicago for ten years, then was raised up by the
UA, and then five years of locally producing…. I need you to think of me the same way as
someone with fancy sneakers from L.A.” 246 She says that this is all part of the system to have
people graduate, send them to big cities to struggle, and then give them incentives to move back
for little pay and mediocre arts work so the corporation appears as saviors. In reality this cheap
ploy proves to Shatkus that “they don't know how to grow young artists. They don't know how to
grow a community. They don't know how to organically create theater,” so they buy it. Likewise,
Donna Smith Jones said she sent a response email to the incentive website, telling them “the
optics on this just look really bad right now because artists are struggling to even make ends
meet. So many people are out of work. And you're talking about you want people to be skilled,
but couldn't you put that money towards a training program?” 247 Several other local artists and
organizers I spoke with mentioned this incentive as a turning point for understanding the
Waltons as a planned system made to attract more people to region for their own gain.

The two strategies of the Waltons—taking over local entities with the surface level look
and language of grassroots culture and wiping the slate clean to fill NWA with loyal, skilled
consumers—work in tandem here. The small-scale gains quick wins and loyalty on the ground,
while bringing in skilled workers keeps the Waltons from needing to do any extra work to
support locals who are not increasing the economy in Walton-approved ways like an already
skilled workforce might. To cap off their strategy, the Walton Family Foundation announced
their 2025 theme for their strategic plan was “community-driven change” in a thinly-veiled sign
that they had heard increased local criticisms of their initiatives and may be losing hometown
246
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support. Yet again, though, this community initiative rings hollow. Ross DeVol, President and
CEO of Heartland Forward, states the new community focus “is about attracting and retaining
talent and if you are going to retain talent you need to have that high quality place, whether its
recreation activities, bike trails, museums, arts, culture, whatever that mix is.” 248 Finding
“whatever” makes a region the most marketable to consumers completely obscures and
deemphasizes the real artists and residents already residing in these locations and does not touch
on issues of displacement these changes to the built environment are actively bringing about.
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Conclusion: Bigger, or Better?
In Spring 2021, just under ten years after the opening of the museum, Crystal Bridges
(CBMAA) announced a 100,000 sq. ft. expansion to their physical space, increasing floor space
by 50%, to be completed (ambitiously) by 2024. 249 The museum’s PR team marketed this as
responding to the visitors’ need for greater access with over 5 million people coming through
CBMAA since opening in 2011. The same week as this announcement, the Bentonville Planning
Commission approved Alice Walton’s Whole Health Institute and Deepak Chopra Library on the
CBMAA grounds, which is meant to be the Waltons’ foray into privatized healthcare. 250 The
museum addition and new health organization further center the museum campus as a megacomplex for realizing the Waltons’ privatized philanthropic dreams. Additionally, in Northwest
Arkansas, a child can receive Walton-funded privatized and charter education from infancy to
graduation and then graduate degrees through Walton-funded departments at the University of
Arkansas, before going to work for a Walton-run company. Additionally, Walmart announced in
the wake of Black Lives Matter protests, the building of an Anti-Racist institute to solve racism
in Bentonville as well. 251 In NWA every aspect of life and culture becomes lifestyle and the local
becomes localized as the space is owned, branded, and curated through one family.
With every added weight of the Waltonification of amenities and options and the
Bentonvillization of well-designed space in NWA in the last ten years, what room is left for the
local grassroots, independent, or DIY artists and art spaces today? Several artists are actively
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attempting to divest from Walton money and support, returning to alternative methods of
organizing on a small scale that is inclusive, political, and foregrounds intersectionality. These
models demand that art is not separated from housing, community, or jobs, and see art beyond
investment purposes or lifestyle branding. New micro-scale and personal art projects speak to the
importance of place and memory by the locals whose interests may not be desired in corporate
commissioned reports. Some projects mentioned in my conversations include ‘zine publishing
groups, new indie record labels, ideas for critical theater, outdoor music events, websites
celebrating residents’ definitions of place, Instagram accounts linking social media and
innovative outdoor exhibition space, and initiatives supporting Black artists.
Some artists are moving outside of the constraints of Walton funding and leaving the
four-town area. For musician and organizer Rachel Reynolds, the encroachment of the Waltons
meant moving back home to Northern Arkansas several hours away and embracing her roots in
community building through redeveloping the Meadowcreek Center, a nonprofit artist retreat,
and the People’s Library, a community-based research sharing space, in Fox, AR. Residents
helped renovate the 600 sq. ft. library space and gathered supplies to share including books,
tools, instruments, and art. Reynolds helped bring in the Poor People’s Campaign for a tent
revival as well as a labor history presentation by the Democratic Socialists of America.
Ultimately, she feels like it is too late for any outward alternative to Walton funding in the towns
of NWA, because “at this point it is so ingrained. And they did that shit intentionally. It's the
same approach as they did with their stores where it’s now what you have to do. If you see it in
the landscape, it’s already too late.” For Reynolds, though, the work she can do is to not give up
on those isolated Ozarkers removed from the Northwest Arkansas Walton Family Foundation
giving region. Instead of treating artwork and community outreach as a commodity to increase
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desirability, she cultivates and values Ozark making practices as important heritages of their
own.
Beyond individual initiatives, arts collectives are dismantling old practices through
purposeful solidarity with Black Lives Matter, feminist, queer, decolonial, and abolitionist
causes. Collective movements toward equity harken back to the framework of spatial justice
from intersectional feminism and right to the city theories, which came to prominence by the
1970s, but continues to be augmented in new ways each decade until today. For instance,
Edward Soja believes academics, activists, and artists together must help “mobilize and maintain
cohesive coalitions and regional confederations of grassroots and justice-oriented social
movements.” 252 David Harvey, referencing Lefebvre’s capitalist urban domination, redefines a
city as working class and anti-capitalist in which residents take responsibility in “shaping power
over the processes of urbanization…in a fundamental and radical way.” 253 Harvey insists “the
right to the city” be reclaimed to “rise up from the streets, out from the neighborhoods” by
oppressed peoples as a collective demand that must directly respond to top-down designs meant
to pacify and beautify. 254 Harvey’s analysis especially touches on gentrification and the need for
creative practitioners to align with issues of housing and workers’ rights, not with aesthetics.
Perhaps the best way to practice these methods is through action in unofficial spaces
which deny forms of ownership and expertise in their existence. In one suggestion, DIY scholar
David Farrow calls for a new DIY accountability strategy that involves aligning with
neighborhood rights organizations. This is a rethinking of the apolitical and ephemeral model of
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DIY spaces which traditionally leads to complacency and apathy to gentrification happening
around unofficial venues. The DIY community has the potential to be a great untapped resource
in the fight for justice, forming solidarity with their neighbors through “queer kinships that can
be mobilized to support queer life and resist artist-led gentrification” through engaging and
supporting long-term residents around the space. 255 Many residents do not have the option to
shut down and create something different elsewhere. Organizers must accept their privileged
viewpoint and dig into the neighborhood that they might have accidently help gentrify to fight
against this community’s displacement. Farrow says that a DIY space should, then, put down
roots firmly and actively at a site. Through this solidarity with the neighborhood, the scene
actively develops networks of care and resistance.
With Covid-19 shutting down DIY arts spaces, some activists see the pandemic as an
opening to transform DIY and safe spaces—as a new beginning instead of an ending for these
venues, oriented to liberation, agency, and the leadership of marginalized voices. Through direct
action, mutual aid, and a politics of care couched in Black feminist and queer practice, the years
to come might actually witness a much more diverse, innovative, and mobilized set of active
DIY practitioners changing and expanding the culture for the better.

So where is the local in NWA in relation to contemporary art and the built environment? In
tracking this term through grassroots and Walton development, this paper has utilized methods of
critique and theoretical frameworks that attempted to decenter the Walton dominating narrative
of corporate arts philanthropy. These include spatial justice analyses critical of placemaking
practices, right to the city theories identifying capitalist spatial control, and “remixing as praxis”
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to highlight local artists interviews. These first-person conversations fight against the notion of
quantitative expertise as the only truth and present a critical ethnography of intersectional
overlapping networks between Northwest Arkansas downtowns and residents. Given these
analytical tools, the Waltonification of economic planning and strategizing and the
Bentonvillization of Northwest Arkansas space come to light as deeply problematic and
intrinsically inequitable; Perhaps most glaringly so with the tiered and scaled approach to
employing contemporary art and design to redefine, rebrand, remake, and repopulate the region.
While these overarching plans negatively affect all “undesired” locals, they seem especially
personal to creatives as the Waltons spend billions of dollars in arts development, creative
placemaking, and the creative arts economy while artists living here struggle to survive.
While artwashing as a gentrifying practice that actively displaces artists is not new and has
been written about in urbanized cities such as Brooklyn, Miami, and LA, Northwest Arkansas’s
example is especially potent because one billionaire family holds all of the power. Grassroots
arts culture here has long been a small part of the community that never garnered its own major
media attention, as any outside analysis focused solely on the hillbilly culture of the Ozarks. This
means the area is ripe for the picking for the billionaire class. Corporate placemaking strategies
drawn from the Walmart model tie all arts to economic drivers and use top-down hierarchy to
subsume approved organizations or create new ones to start from scratch, displacing DIY and
independent spaces along the way. Their practices are obscured under vaguely uplifting PR
language, quantifiable studies by experts, national media reviews, and flashy projects in the built
environment that all feed off of each other. They are justified through educating the uncultured
locals, increasing diversity and inclusion, and revitalizing downtowns. Bentonville becomes the
model test city that spreads out regionally into spaces of grassroots culture like Fayetteville.
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These tactics lead to a new Walton hollowing-out of downtowns—a replacing for an
approved homogenized image and atmosphere. The new downtowns are filled with beautiful
Walton buildings, landscapes, artwork, trails, and residents, who are accepted to the region
through a corporate job application process. This process marks the Walton transference of the
local into localization through turning the small-scale, grassroots, heterogeneous urban culture
and space into the rebranded NWA as a markable whole that fosters a “sense of place” with a
“semblance of Arkansas style” in “site-responsive” environments.
Given the various scales and models of arts culture in Fayetteville and Bentonville, there
have been many definitions or connotations of the word local throughout this paper—the
uncultured hillbilly, hometown billionaire philanthropic capitalists, the grassroots artist, the
action of community engagement, a confluence of networks, Walton-approved concepts, the
natural surroundings, and the transplant. Holding these contradicting definitions in one place is
not a problem, nor is there a need to define my own approved version of local. Instead, harm
occurs when one entity has the power to not only define the local for the region, but in doing so,
sweep away traditions, cultures, and livelihoods valued in the small-scale vision of the local and
use gutted aspects of this definition to advertise and celebrate a Waltonized replacement. Art and
design are used to colonize other unauthorized local definitions and practices under the Walton
local—a simplified, branded meaning of “here, now, thanks to the Waltons.” While this takeover
seems all encompassing—and is designed to be—this paper purposefully employs activist
theories, practices, and critiques in my belief that grassroots artists and activists always find an
alternative, innovative, collaborative, and inclusionary way to create community and subvert
capitalist narratives by doing-it-themselves.
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Appendixes:
Appendix A: Discussion of Interview Method:
Because I am part of the community I am interviewing, who I picked as contributors is skewed to
who I know and respect, and especially with those I have good working relationships with. This
format takes inspiration from the Participatory Action Research (PAR) approach of prioritizing
stakeholders’ narratives and experiences, co-creating the terms of future research, and addressing
structural power issues as researchers prioritize accountability, flexibility, responsiveness, and
transparency. Keeping this in mind, my purposive sample of NWA contributors uses “special
knowledge or expertise about some group to select subjects who represent this population.” 256
Together, I see contributors as “understood not as a closed group with fixed membership—a
coherent, unified, autonomous, independent, and self-regulating whole—but rather as internally
diverse, differentiated, and sometimes inconsistent and contradictory.” 257
In my open-ended, semi-structured interviews, I am crafting all of my questions as potential
conversation starters that give the contributor the power to answer in any way they feel is honest
to their experiences and provide flexibility to alter the conversation style. All participants are
able to see and edit the question guide and the contributor agreement in advance, which contains
an overview of the direction of the project. Additionally, because contributors are spending
several honest hours with me and I require their feedback, I wish to go above the Internal Review
Board guideline of doing no harm to offer a default option to receive $50 for taking the time to
share their opinions, experiences, skills, knowledge, and feelings. Each contributor will also be
able to read and edit any analysis I write directly regarding them before the final thesis is
published. In order to engender further trust with my respondents, I am also trying to protect
those who speak out against Walton money and influence, so I have included the option to
remain anonymous and do not share full interviews with any others. In alternative methods for
bringing my research and analysis out into the community, I hope the work will be disseminated
beyond the scholarly thesis.
Appendix B: Semi-Structured Interview Question Draft
• The initial interview should take approximately one hour, with follow-up as
necessary.
• You may stop interviews, only answer select questions, or withdraw from
participation at any time.
• Within the first week of receiving this question draft, please reply with any edits or
additions to the prompts and a preferred method of communication for the
interview. You can reply with corrections or additions within the email, or
comment directly on this document using “comments” and “track changes” under
the “review” tab.
• If you’d prefer to write out answers to these questions instead of talk via
phone/video chat, please just write your answers below each question and send this
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•

document back. Let me know if you need another compatible format.
If you have any images of events, spaces, artwork, posters, etc. that relate to your
answers, please attach them to the email with the citation you wish to use.

1. How do you wish to be identified for this research? (Can include name, demographic
information such as age/race/sex, occupation, gender identity, etc)
2. Describe your background. (Can include where you are from, how long have you
lived in Northwest Arkansas, what jobs you have held, and schools attended/degrees
received)
3. How do you describe your home or neighborhood where you currently reside in
Northwest Arkansas and its relationship to how you spend time in your community?
(Is it close to your favorite places to go, what is your neighborhood like, what
interactions do you have with neighbors, why do you live where you do?)
4. Describe the areas of Downtown Bentonville and South/Downtown Fayetteville.
(What defines these areas to you physically, socially, culturally?)
5. Describe your involvement in the arts in Northwest Arkansas. (This could include
projects, events, murals, performances, businesses, collaborations, volunteering,
organizations, leisure activities, occupational experiences, etc.)
6. Describe the arts scene(s) in Northwest Arkansas since you have been a part of them,
paying specific attention to Downtown-South Fayetteville and/or Downtown
Bentonville. (May include describing specific places, spaces where you patronize,
events, organizations, etc.)
7. Since residing in NWA, describe the biggest changes you have seen in regards to arts
in the region and its interaction with communities. Do these changes have good/bad
connotations to you, or somewhere in between?
8. Name a positive and a negative aspect related to creative endeavors according to your
experience in Northwest Arkansas. (Include a favorite arts event memory?)
9. Describe your feelings or thoughts related to Walton-funded/led/founded arts
programming. (Do you patronize/work for or with these corporately-sponsored art
spaces or organizations? Why or why not? How do you view their audiences,
installations, and programming?)
10. What is your opinion of the changes to the built environment/urban fabric of
Northwest Arkansas in regards to arts development in the last ten years (or since
you’ve arrived)?
11. Do you think Walton funded/led/founded organizations or initiatives have changed in
the last ten years since Crystal Bridges opened? If so, how are they changing, and
how do you feel about these changes? How has this affected the rest of NWA?
12. Describe efforts for diversity, inclusion, access, equity, or activism in art spaces in
NWA in the past ten years. (Have these efforts changed or increased? How would you
define these efforts today?)
13. What are some critiques you have and potential changes that you would suggest or
enact in relation to arts in NWA and their effect on the built environment of the
region?
14. How do you define your creative network locally, regionally, nationally, digitally,
etc? (What are you a member of, who do you communicate or work with, what
communication tools do you use… internet/long distance, etc)
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15. Are there other artists, organizers, performers, workers, or volunteers you would
suggest I talk to about this subject? What readings, theories, groups, events, people,
or spaces online or offline have inspired you and your arts/creative practice in or
outside NWA?
16. Do you have anything else that you would like to add that we have not touched on
yet?
Please include any image citations for attachments.
Appendix C: Contributor Agreement Text
Research project title: TBD, Subject: the arts ecologies of Northwest Arkansas from ca.
2011-2021, specifically downtown Bentonville and downtown-south Fayetteville.
Researcher: K. Samantha Sigmon, Master’s in Architectural History 2021, the University of
Virginia School of Architecture
Project Overview and Methods:
I am undertaking a collaborative project toward the completion of my Master’s thesis in
Architectural History in Spring 2021 by analyzing the art ecologies of Northwest Arkansas
(NWA). This work will specifically start around 2011 when the Walton family began to
substantially and swiftly mark the built environment as a signal of their investment of
significant resources into the creative community. Through investigating the planning and
opening of Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art and spanning into 2021, I hope to be
able to chart the effects of Walton attention to the region, principally through semi-structured
interviews with those creatives working in the community who have been directly impacted.
This research will highlight grassroots collectives, DIY spaces, independent galleries and
events, art initiatives within city planning, and activists, as well as look at major Walton
contributions towards art spaces and programs such as the expansion of the arts campus at the
University of Arkansas, commissioning of outside planning consultants, and other projects
that have shifted the region. This way, the paper will analyze how activism and the arts
intersect or push back against issues of inequity and gentrification, specifically in Downtown
Bentonville and South-Downtown Fayetteville.
Many discussions, articles, and media pieces have been written from those outside of the
region looking into the development of Northwest Arkansas as a rising cosmopolitan arts
district, and feature almost exclusively the voices of leadership from Crystal Bridges, the
Momentary, the NWA Council, the University of Arkansas, and the Walton Family
Foundation. Instead, this investigation will center contributions from community members,
not-yet-archived ephemera, local publications/websites, activists’ recommendations of
influential readings and figures, and theoretical frameworks focused on feminist theory and
spatial justice. These forms of evidence will foreground the reflections of those within the
arts in Northwest Arkansas on various levels, especially often underrepresented or silenced
voices. By citing specifically Black feminist theories of intersectional experiences and
inequities, I view personal knowledge as vital to understanding stories from inside impacted
communities. As a member of the Northwest Arkansas arts community, I know that I cannot
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be separated within my scholarship.
Throughout this research, community members are vital cultural consultants and fellow
collaborators within their area of expertise in the arts broadly in Northwest Arkansas and
other networks they participate in regionally, nationally, and globally. Along this line, I want
to find ways to give back to NWA communities of creatives. I can offer a contributor fee for
your time and knowledge of $50, given around the time of our initial discussion. For those of
you who may be interested, I can also create an edited and approved-by-you long-form
interview through publishing our conversation online, perhaps through the DIY arts website
Parlor, parlorforarts.com (a name change is pending given the new alt-right site of the same
name!). Because I left Arkansas last year, the site is not updated frequently, but our longform recordings or written interviews about the arts environments in Arkansas could reach a
broader audience beyond this Master’s thesis, if desired. This is entirely optional, and this
platform is entirely paid for by me with no advertisements or affiliations. Lastly, in Summer
2021, you will receive a package of my findings in an easily-accessible format given to all
contributors, with the option to talk further or host small groups or events to discuss
implications of the research.
In the agreement below, you will find check-ins and reviews of your material. This document
and these responsibilities are not legally binding and can be altered as situations arise. This
lays out the terms of our relationship to establish transparency and accountability on my part
as the researcher. This consent form ensures that you are comfortable with the project and
agree to participate.
Researcher’s Agreement (Samantha):
- In November 2020, I will send you a set of questions with the option to respond with
typed answers, recorded call, or recorded video call. If safe, masked, and sociallydistanced in person is preferred, we can also schedule this at a time during the winter.
We can also do this in stages; I am flexible as to what works best for you.
- If the interview seems fitting to be posted online and you approve, I will draft the text
or the recording for you to listen/read and reply to me with any edits.
- If the interview is posted online, I will notify you when the post is scheduled.
- I will not make available to anyone outside of our conversation the raw interviews,
transcripts, recordings, or written interview answers, without your consent.
- For purposes of thesis research, if I am quoting our discussion, I will send those
sections of text to you in which you are quoted and my related interpretation for your
approval.
- If you provide video, text, ephemera, photos, etc for me to cite in my thesis, I will
fully credit you and get this work approved in text by you.
- By summer 2021, I will create a presentation/findings packet to send to each
contributor with an option to follow up with programming or additional conversation.
- If your quotes, interpretations, images, and citations are approved by you, the
researcher may use them in subsequent academic work related to this topic. I will ask
you for consent if I use any new quotes, interpretations, or images from our
conversations that are not the approved content from the original thesis.
- Any variation of the conditions above will only occur with your approval.
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Contributor’s Agreement:
- The initial interview will take approximately one hour, with follow-up as necessary.
- You may stop interviews, only answer some questions, or withdraw from
participation at any time.
- For your participation and subsequent review process, $50 will be paid to you as a
community art consultant.
- Within the first week of receiving questions, please reply with any edits or additions
to the prompts and a preferred method of communication for the interview.
- If the interview is approved by you to be published long-form online, you will
respond to researcher’s draft of the interview with approval or edits within one week
that the draft is sent to you, or let researcher know a new timeline.
- You will respond within a week of researcher’s email with your edits or approval of
sections of the thesis draft as well as any citations/credits of your information or
ephemera, or let researcher know a new timeline.
- If you wish to edit any terms, email me and we will work together to accommodate
any changes to this form or process.
Please “x” all that apply (you can change this later as well):
- I wish to remain anonymous/be assigned a pseudonym.
- I am interested in having the long-form interview published separately online. (We
can always negotiate what this looks like as we go.)
- I agree to review any sections of interview or thesis writing sent to me by the
researcher where I am mentioned and quoted in a timely manner.
- I agree that the researcher may publish documents that contain previously approvedby-me quotations, images, or paraphrased information.
- I choose to opt out of receiving the $50 consultation fee.
By signing/typing my name on this form, I agree:
- I am voluntarily taking part in this project. I understand that I don’t have to answer all
the questions, and I can stop at any time.
- I have read the project overview and agree to my role as a contributor.
- I have been able to ask any questions I might have, and I understand that I am free to
contact the researcher with any concerns I may have in the future.
Remember, this project is supportive of your continued feedback, suggestions, and edits.
Contact Samantha Sigmon as the researcher any time with questions, comments, or concerns:
Appendix D: Additional Community Artists’ Quotes:
1. About Fayetteville’s Art Coordinator Position: Theatre artist and organizer Simone
Cottrell is disappointed by the city’s lack of support; “As long as the city does not put
in the funding and the resources needed in order to have an arts and culture
coordinator or leader who is really, truly ahead of their time, that can sway opinion, as
long as downtown businesses continue to gather together and listen to each other
only, the Cultural Arts Corridor is going to be nothing more than a glorified Civic
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2.

3.

4.

5.

Plaza.”
Some locals compare experiences between Bentonville and Fayetteville as naturally
opposed. A Bentonville resident who has worked for the city and Walton entities has
and lives downtown in “one of the more affordable apartments,” but admits she could
not buy a home here. She stays because she loves being “surrounded by multi-use
trails.” She describes the town as “still up and coming,” stating that Fayetteville is
“younger and hipper, more culturally diverse and alive,” while the Bentonville scene
still dies often around 9pm. She also states that Bentonville can feel “more curated by
the two big museums or downtown [development] entities” than Fayetteville “which
has a more authentic and accessible scene. But, Fayetteville, if not careful and ready
to put up a fight, could lose its hometown feel to the presence of chains.”
Emily Rodriguez, a CBMAA employee who has lived in NWA for 15 years, calls
Bentonville “sterile and whitewashed. All of the new buildings are very clean and
have a trendy, big city vibe to them.” As a woman of color, Fayetteville is the one
town she feels safe in compared to her new home in Lowell, AR where she moved to
be closer to museum work.
Momentary employee Cynthia Post Hunt also thinks that “Fayetteville has this sense
of pride…a small-town vibe that says ‘we're proud of our own.’ And I don't think
Bentonville has that in the same way because they are transient, and they're really
highlighting and focusing on a certain demographic.”
Local arts organizer Lee Byers stated of the importance of Fayetteville DIY venues;
“Weird events thrown in those spaces have allowed me to feel way more connected to the
folks within Northwest Arkansas. I am constantly being awestruck by the connectedness
we can have in groups celebrating someone’s strange and beautiful passions in life.”
When asked where they feel like the community is going, artist David says they want to
be hopeful, but don’t see much positive change. “I'm looking at how we treat Black
communities and people of color communities. I'm looking at the queer arts community,
queer Black art community. And I'm also looking at the housing community, and it's not
looking great. There are these half-assed attempts at remedying situations. Most of them
are happening too late and most of them are happening without a Black person in the
room from this community making decisions.”
An anonymous art organizer is skeptical about taking Walton money, but she said of her
work with CACHE, “it was really nice to not just be asked to do someone a favor or to
work for free, but to get paid…And with that money, I'm able to put up a new piece out
in a socialist library in rural Arkansas.” She is also using this money to pay two
assistants, and as seed money to start another project, stating, “it was really weird to take
this money, but then I was like, well, fuck it, I'm going to take this money, and I'm going
to use it on my project that claps back at the rebranding [of the Ozarks to “Oz”].” To this
artist, CACHE giving her money for her work came a long way to engendering trust with
the CACHE team. This organization then, compared to others in the region, may be in a
position to be trusted by more local artists, or at least seen as not inconceivable to take
funding from for projects, highlighting how the work of locals can foster ongoing trust.
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Appendix E: A Discussion of Inequity in Walmart Practices
The hometown funding for all these projects becomes especially problematic when
following where Walmart profit comes from and how it connects and effects other entities,
including state politics. The company’s sway over the state vastly overpowers others, creating a
monopoly of economic and cultural power and resources to give out to their chosen
organizations.
Changewalmart.org states that in 2009, only 52% of Walmart workers had health care
insurance, and in 2012 the company discontinued health insurance for part time workers,
followed by those working under 30 hours a week in 2015. Walmart workers are the largest
group of employees in the US that have had to take out publicly-funded health insurance with
taxpayers paying for them, while a 2016 Walmart handbook advertises how families can become
approved for Medicaid and CHIP premium assistance. At the same time, before Crystal Bridges
opened, the state of Arkansas passed a bill exempting a "qualified museum" from the state's 6%
sales tax in 2005. Thus, the state pays for corporate welfare to one of the world’s biggest
businesses and their related organizations. Inequity.org named both NWA-based companies
Walmart and Tyson Foods on the Delinquent Dozen list of corporations who practice the worst
workers’ rights violations while making the most money. For instance, by the end of 2020, the
three owners of Walmart — Rob, Jim, and Alice Walton — have seen their combined personal
wealth increase over $48 billion since the start of the pandemic. Funding issues are also coming
to light, as Hyperallergic reported Walmart supported Trump’s 2016 inauguration. The
company and its PAC have also given $160,000 to lawmakers who sponsored the encompassing
2021 anti-trans bills in the state of Arkansas. This came to light only a few days before Tom
Walton published a short statement decrying the state’s anti-trans legislation to prove the
inclusionary, progressive ethics of their company through social media likes and shares.
Arkansas is close to last in just about every national ranking, coming in at 45 overall. The
poverty rate sits at 16.4% while the national average is 13.4%. In Northwest Arkansas, 29% of
Black residents live in poverty. During the pandemic, evictions were up 40% from July to
September 2020 before a moratorium on evictions was given by the CDC. The Waltons are over
investing in placemaking to attract those with leisure time to bike, fly, dine, drink, and look at
art. especially marketing to middle class professionals or wealthy non-Arkansans, while
privatizing care to make the less wealthy more beholden.
Citations: “Healthcare,” Making Change and Walmart,” http://changewalmart.org/issues/healthcare/; Mead, “Alice’s
Wonderland”; Benjamin Sutton, “Art Collectors and Museum Patrons Among Biggest Donors to Trump’s
Inauguration,” Hyperallergic, April 20, 2017, https://hyperallergic.com/373504/trump-donors-art-patrons/’; Alex Kotch,
“The Pro-LGBTQ Companies That Helped Elect Arkansas Anti-Trans Bill Sponsors,” EXPOSEDbyCMD (blog), The
Center for Media and Democracy, April 2, 2021, https://www.exposedbycmd.org/2021/04/02/the-pro-lgbtqcompanies-that-helped-elect-arkansas-anti-trans-bill-sponsors/; Max Brantley, “Waltons Express ‘alarm’ on AntiTransgender Legislation. Alarming, Too, Is Their Financial Support for the Sponsors,” Arkansas Times, April 6, 2021,
https://arktimes.com/arkansas-blog/2021/04/06/waltons-expressalarm-on-anti-transgender-legislation-alarming-too-istheir-finance-support-for-the-sponsors;“Arkansas 45 in Overall Ranking,” US News,
https://www.usnews.com/news/best-states/arkansas; Ninette Sosa, “A CLOSER LOOK: evictions up 40% from July;
COVID-19 related,” KNWA/Fox 24, September, 15, 2020, https://www.nwahomepage.com/news/a-closer-look/acloser-look-evictions-up-40-from-july-covid-19-related/; Gehl, “Uncovering the Impact of the Design Excellence
Program,” 33
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Google Maps.
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